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Glossary
Table 1: Glossary of terms
Backshore
(supratidal) zone

The zone that extends landward from the higher high water line (large tides). The
landward limit is variable and may be (a) the top of a coastal cliff or (b) the
landward limit of marine process (i.e. storm surge limit).

Backwash

Offshore flow (where the tide recedes).

Barrier beach

The term ‘barrier’ is used to describe a range of emergent depositional landforms,
which are separated from the mainland coast by a lagoon, bay, or marsh, and
therefore act as a barrier between the mainland and processes operating on the
open coast.

Bathymetry

The study and mapping of the sea floor. It involves obtaining measurements of the
depth of the ocean and is the equivalent to mapping topography on land.

Berm

A horizontal or landward sloping bench of a beach, formed of material deposited
by receding storm waves: some beaches have no berms, others have one or
several.

LiDAR

Light detection and ranging (LiDAR) is a surveying method that measures
distance to a target by illuminating the target with pulsed laser light and
measuring the reflected pulses with a sensor.

Biogenic
deposition

A deposit resulting from the physiological activities of organisms (e.g. shells,
coral).

Coastal zone

Includes the foreshore and near-shore zone, and the coastal region that is likely to
be affected by sea level rise and marine-related climate change (storm surge and
exposure to storms tracking inland from the sea).

Coastal State
Indicators (CSIs)

Parameters that quantitatively describe the dynamic-state and evolutionary
trends of a coastal system.

Coastal unit

Coastal compartment, in Victoria. A section of coastline that is defined by its
landform and sediment transportation processes. Primary secondary and tertiary
compartments are identified for different planning and management purposes.

Committee of
Management
(CoM)

Established under the Crown Land (Reserves) Act 1978. The role of a CoM is to
“manage, maintain and control” an allocated Crown land reserve on behalf of the
Minister.

Crenulated

Scalloped edges.

Cusp horns

Part of a beach cusp, which are regularly spaced shoreline structures (spacing
typically between a few meters and a few tens of meters) consisting of small
embayments between protruding horns.

Cuspate

Extending outwards from the shoreline in a triangular shape.

Deep subtidal
zone

The zone that lies between the -10m and -20m isobaths.

Dissipative
beaches

The high energy end of the wave-beach spectrum. They have wide, low gradient
surf zones across which spilling breakers dissipate energy.

Embayed coastal
beaches

Mainland beaches occurring in embayments bounded by hard rock headlands.

Entrain

Move along the current.

GPS

Global Positioning System.
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Inner shoaling
zone

A sub-zone of the nearshore zone, where there is more intense interaction
between the waves and the bed and where there is rapid transformation of waves.

Intermediate
beaches

Between the reflective and dissipative ends and have a range of morphodynamic
characteristics grouped into four beach states: longshore bar and trough (LBT),
rhythmic bar and beach (RBB), transverse bar and rip (TBR), and low tide terrace
(LTT).

LiDAR

Light detection and ranging (LiDAR) is a surveying method that measures
distance to a target by illuminating the target with pulsed laser light and
measuring the reflected pulses with a sensor.

Littoral (intertidal)
zone

The zone between the higher high water line (large tides) and the lower low water
line (large tides).

Longshore bar
and trough beach

Consist of a shore parallel bar separated from the beach by a deep trough.

Low tide terrace
(LTT) beach

Composed of fine to medium sand and have a moderately steep beach face
joined to an attached bar or shallow terrace that is often exposed at low tide.

Mainland beaches

Developed along rising or abrupt coastal slopes and have narrow backshore
zones without continuous elongate lagoons and few or no multiple sand ridges.

Nearshore
(foreshore)

The coastal fringe – generally, the land between the coastal road and the low
water mark.

Offshore zone
(lower shoreface)

Area where water is too deep for most waves to interact with the seafloor.

Orthorectified
satellite

Orthographic projection of images perpendicular to the datum plane and shown
at their true map location.

Outer shoaling
zone

A sub-zone of the nearshore zone, where wave interaction with the bed is small
and wave transformation takes place slowly.

Planform

Vertical orthographic projection of an object on a horizontal plane, like a map.

Real-time
kinematic (RTK)

A satellite navigation technique used to enhance the precision of position data
derived from satellite-based positioning systems (such as GPS).

Reflective beach

At the lower end of the energy spectrum, although they may experience
occasional high waves, and are typically composed of coarse sediment or gravel
with narrow and steep swash zones.

Renourishment

The deliberate addition of sand to beaches where erosion is a major problem in
order to stabilise losses and restore badly eroded (and sometimes unsightly)
beaches. Also known as replenishment.

Rhythmic bar and
beach

High energy beaches that consist of a rhythmic (undulating) bar, trough and
beach.

Sea level rise

An increase in the mean level of the ocean.

Shallow subtidal
zone

The zone that extends tidal from the lower low-water line (large tides) seaward to
the -10m isobath.

Shore component

A geomorphic feature, with unique form and texture, that is uniform alongshore
the shore. Components are polygons, with length usually exceeding length by
several times.

Shore Unit

An association of one or more across-shore components or processes that are
continuous alongshore within the unit.
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Shore zones

A vertical reference frame to categorise components in the supratidal, intertidal
or subtidal elevation levels. The zones provide an indirect indication of the
dominant process affecting the component. For example, the transition from
supratidal to intertidal implies a transition from a zone of terrestrially-dominated
processes to a zone of marine-dominated processes.

Storm surge

A temporary increase in the height of the sea at a particular location because of
extreme meteorological conditions (low atmospheric pressure, strong winds or
both). The storm surge is the height of water above the level expected from tidal
variation alone at that time and place.

Subaerial beach

That part of the beach which is uncovered by water (e.g. at low tide sometimes
referred to as drying beach).

Surf zone

A sub-zone of the nearshore zone, where all but the smallest waves break and
where broken waves and surf bores extends to the beach.

Swash zone

The zone of wave action on the beach, which moves as water levels vary,
extending from the limit of run-down to the limit of run-up. Characterised by a
turbulent layer of water that washes up on the beach after an incoming wave has
broken.

Syntheticaperture radar
(SAR)

A form of radar that is used to create two-dimensional or three-dimensional
reconstructions of landscapes.

Transects

Transverse section

Transgressive
dunes

Relatively large and flat sheets of sand. Also known as mobile or migratory dunes,
and sand drifts.

Transverse bar
and rip (TBR)

Bars transverse (perpendicular) to and attached to the beach separated by
distinct rip troughs at 150-300 m spacing.

UAV

An unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV), commonly known as a drone, is an aircraft
without a human pilot onboard.
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Executive summary
Sandy beaches are dynamic coastal landforms that change
over a wide variety of time-scales. For land managers, it is
important to understand how these changes will affect the
physical character of the beach (its size and shape) and to
assess the potential impact of these changes on the uses of
the beach and its relationship to backshore features. To
arrive at a holistic understanding of coastal dynamics and
change, it is critical that accurate information is collected
on present and past trends and rates of variation in the
position of the shoreline.
As part of a vision to establish and maintain a network of coastal monitoring programmes
across south west Victoria, the Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning (DELWP)
requested the preparation of guidelines for beach monitoring techniques appropriate for this
coast.
The Monitoring sandy coasts in south west Victoria: Coastal management guidelines (the
guidelines) are appropriate for use by coastal managers, community groups and other
interested parties.
The guidelines provide an overview of sandy coast terminology and descriptions of 13 sites in
western Victoria which represent the range of beach types that occur across the region. These
beaches extend from St Leonards in Port Phillip Bay to Bridgewater Bay on the far south west
coast.
Each beach is classified according to systems widely used across Australia. A summary of the
enclosing and underlying geology is given, as well as an extended description of the beach
morphology (form and structure) and key attributes that can be observed and measured. The
beaches are illustrated by aerial photographs and detailed land to sea profiles.
The guidelines discuss the types of beach features that should be measured and review a
range of available techniques to record these features. Recommendations regarding
monitoring frequency and methods of data analysis and storage are provided, as well as
examples of coastal monitoring programmes at Geelong, St Leonards and Port Fairy.
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Part A: Introduction and
strategic framework and
policy
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1. Introduction and background
1.1 The monitoring process and where these guidelines fit in
The coastal zone has played a major role in supporting and sustaining Australia’s Indigenous
inhabitants and subsequent European settlements. It provides social, cultural, economic and
environment benefits for all Victorians. Understanding the coastal environment is critical in
achieving sustainable and balanced management and decision-making and being able to
meet future challenges head on, so that our coasts can be enjoyed for generations to come.
The coast of south west Victoria comprises a wide range of environments with long stretches of
open coasts exposed to high energy oceanic waves and numerous embayments, estuaries and
tidal lagoons. Coastal types range from hard rock coasts to softer rock cliffs, sandy beaches
and muddy soft sediment shores (Victorian Coastal Hazard Guide, DSE, 2012).
The coast experiences many natural changes including subsidence, storms, flooding and
shoreline recession. In recent times, human induced challenges have also been imposed on the
coastal zone, including pollution, inappropriate use, and increasing demand for recreational
amenity. As a result, our marine and coastal environments have experienced a loss of
biodiversity.
Monitoring the key components of coastal form and process has become increasingly
important to ensure that the coast is understood and effectively managed now and into the
future. Key factors that are attracting attention and consideration include loss of biodiversity,
decreasing water quality, recession of coastal cliffs, erosion of sandy beaches and the
sedimentation of estuaries.

1.2 Monitoring sandy coastlines
While all indicators are important to our understanding of coasts, this document specifically
addresses the monitoring of beaches to determine the sediment losses and gains (also known
here as coastal erosion and accretion) experienced over different time frames on the sandy
coasts of south west Victoria.
The scope of this document and a list of specific monitoring approaches for coastal land
managers and community groups is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1 Summary of monitoring approaches for sandy shores
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The context of monitoring broader coastal form and process is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2 Context for broader coastal monitoring

The coastline is a continuous linear system that sits between marine and terrestrial processes.
Coastal landforms reflect the interaction between these processes. Although these guidelines
address shorelines with permanent sandy beaches, what happens to these shorelines is related
to and influenced by the adjoining coast and its different geomorphic features, processes and
history.
The monitoring of other coastal indicators and different landform types may require different
approaches and suites of methodologies that are not included in these guidelines. These may
need to be implemented to provide a holistic understanding of change on a stretch of sandy
shoreline. These guidelines form the first in a series of frameworks addressing monitoring
coastal morphology and processes with implications for management for the south west
Victorian coast.
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2. Framework
2.1 Context
These guidelines support the establishment and maintenance of a network of coastal
monitoring programs across south west Victoria that works to increase our understanding of
coastal processes and supports effective coastal decision making.
The guidelines set out to:
• develop understanding of coastal monitoring and how it can support effective coastal
management decision making among land managers and communities
• outline the available monitoring methodologies to help land managers and communities
identify what is appropriate for their coast
• encourage increased community involvement in coastal monitoring through the choice of
simple but effective monitoring methodologies, with data collection linking directly to land
manager priorities
• provide links to available monitoring resources and instructions for methodologies
• outline the experience of existing coastal monitoring groups and use their experience to
support the development of new programs.

2.2 What is the purpose of these guidelines?
The guidelines have three main purposes:
• provide an overview of sandy coastal erosion monitoring methodologies and assist land
managers and communities to determine the most appropriate methodologies
• provide case studies of coastal erosion monitoring in south west Victoria, connecting groups
and applying learnings to new projects
• encourage a consistent approach to monitoring, so that data can be standardised and
compared at different spatial and time scales.
The guidelines will assist land managers to identify long-term trends in shoreline change. This is
important as the Victorian Coastal Strategy 2014 (VCS) highlights the impacts expected on the
Victorian coast due to sea level rise and storm surge this century. The geographic spread and
possible consequence of current and prospective shoreline change is not well understood so a
precautionary approach to intervention in coastal processes is adopted. Monitoring trends
using these guidelines will indicate if ambient changes fall within limits than can be tolerated
without engineering or other intervention in coastal processes. This approach will reduce
maintenance costs and allow land managers to determine on a case-by-case basis if
management intervention is warranted.

2.3 Who are these guidelines for?
These guidelines are aimed at those responsible for the immediate management of the coast at
a state government level, the community groups who provide input into data collection, and
researchers and end users of the monitoring data.
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Coastal managers can include committees of management, local government responsible for
coastal planning, government agencies responsible for marine and coastal consent as well as
state government departments.
In south west Victoria, specific groups with an interest in these guidelines include:
• Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning (DELWP)
• Parks Victoria
• Corangamite Catchment Management Authority (CCMA)
• Glenelg Hopkins Catchment Management Authority (GHCMA)
• coastal committees of management (CoM)
• local government including City of Greater Geelong, Surf Coast Shire, Colac Otway Shire,
Corangamite Shire, Moyne Shire, Glenelg Shire, and Warrnambool City Council.
There is also a wide range of stakeholders who are involved and interested in our coast,
including:
• property and private land owners
• community groups, visitors and recreational users
• planners in local government
• land managers
• agencies that regulate use and behaviour
• researchers
• private sector – developers.
The community can include both formal and informal coast care groups and volunteers,
including Coastcare, Landcare, EstuaryWatch, friends’ groups and Surfers Appreciating Natural
Environment (SANE).
Researchers can include universities, schools, and others who need to make informed
assessments based on evidence-based observation and data.
It is critical that collaboration and information exchange takes place between the various
stakeholder groups, as emphasised in the VCS.

2.4 How do these guidelines use existing information and resources?
These guidelines are an operationally-focused guide for implementing monitoring programs
consistent with the policies and actions outlined in the VCS.
They can be tailored to different coastal environments to address land manager and
community concerns.
They are consistent with the hierarchy of coastal planning in Victoria, from the Marine and
Coastal Act 2018, the VCS, regional coastal plans, coastal management plans and site plans for
specific coastal sectors.
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The VCS advocates for scientific research and monitoring to underpin timely and good decision
making on the coast. These guidelines provide information on how to do this so that individuals
and community groups can effectively participate in the care, protection, management and
monitoring of coastal environments.
Coastal monitoring has been undertaken around the world for many decades using a wide
variety of monitoring methodologies. There are therefore many resources available outlining
different approaches to monitoring in different coastal contexts, and with different target
outcomes.
Rather than devise new procedures, these guidelines aim to help land managers and
communities determine the right questions to ask when setting up a monitoring program and
to provide guidance on methodology and data storage.
For those seeking further details of methodologies, these guidelines will direct users to existing
links and resources to aid in adapting and developing their own fit-for-purpose monitoring
resources and tools.
Information about DELWP’s current key method for collecting data on the change in height,
extent and volume of sediment on beaches and shoreline, and the sediment dynamics in the
adjoining sub-tidal waters using a variety of remote sensing imagery techniques and sediment
sampling, is outlined in section 2.4.1 (Victorian Coastal Monitoring Program).
2.4.1 Victorian Coastal Monitoring Program: citizen science drones for monitoring shoreline
change
The Victorian Coastal Monitoring Program (VCMP) aims to provide communities with
information on coastal condition, change, hazards, and the expected longer-term impacts
associated with climate change that will support decision making and adaptation planning.
The VCMP involves monitoring of wave climate and sediment movement in priority sediment
compartments. Knowledge of sediment budgets helps to identify both which areas of Victoria’s
open coast and embayments will be impacted first by sea level rise, and whether they are likely
to lose or gain sediment. Sediment budgets are fundamental approaches in coastal studies for
allowing estimates of sediment volumes entering and exiting a selected area of the coast,
resulting in net erosion or accretion of that compartment under consideration. This assessment
is crucial for understanding current processes and predicting future effects of sediment impact
activities, promoting the sustainability of coastal environments over the next centuries.
As part of the VCMP, DELWP and its university partners has been working with motivated
citizen science groups to use small < 2 kg aerial drones to monitor shorelines within priority
areas, including Portland (Dutton Way), Warrnambool, Marengo, Apollo Bay, Port Fairy, and
Anglesea (Point Roadknight, Demon’s Bluff).
Equipment and training
Each citizen science group is provided with a Phantom 4 Pro, ancillaries, and AeroPoint highprecision PPK Ground Control Points. The groups operate under the < 2 kg excluded category,
and practical and theory training is provided by Deakin University. A blended teaching program
has been developed, combining a series of video tutorials and lectures with practical face-toface training, and an extensive methods manual.
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Data and results
DELWP has teamed up with PropellerAero, a cloud-based data processing and analysis portal
to ensure the data is freely accessible to land managers and the wider community. Using the
data, we can visualise and calculate the extent of coastal erosion and accretion at priority
locations along the Victorian coastline (Figures 3 – 5).

Figure 3 Victorian Coastal Monitoring Program: data and results

Storm damage assessment

Figure 4 Storm damage before and after a major storm event at Apollo Bay. Red indicates erosion, and
blue indicates accretion. a) 1 June 2018 b) 26 July 2018 c) Volumetric comparison between the two dates.
Over 430 m3 of sand was lost along a 75m stretch of beach.
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Cross-section comparison

Figure 5 A 10 m cross-section comparison of storm damage at Apollo Bay a) 1 June 2018 b) 26 July 2018 c)
24 September 2018 d) Graphical representation of all cross-sections at Apollo Bay.

For more information about the VCMP including a methods manual, visit
marineandcoasts.vic.gov.au/coastal-programs/victorian-coastal-monitoring-program or email
vcmp@delwp.vic.gov.au.
For community groups wanting more information on possible involvement with citizen science
monitoring using aerial drones, please email: vcmp@delwp.vic.gov.au.
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Part B: Coastal processes and
the basics of a monitoring
program for sandy coasts
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3. Coastal erosion/recession processes
What is the coast?
The coast is a concept rather than a rigidly defined spatial entity and includes offshore and
onshore components. Although it contains internal vertical and horizontal boundaries,
sometimes with very narrow and clearly defined limits, the coast is a broad transitional area
where terrestrial, marine and atmospheric processes overlap in a complex dynamic
environment. The coast is inherently a zone of change. Human response must recognise, and
ideally should recognise and be governed by, this context of change.
Classifying coasts
The diversity of factors shaping coasts and affecting their ecology makes it a challenge to
characterise coastal areas in a systematic way that is useful for research and for resource
managers (Dethier and Harper 2011). The classification system adopted in any instance is
determined by the purpose of the study and the extent of the area being considered as these
define the spatial and temporal resolution adopted.
Classifying coasts requires recognition of the onshore (terrestrial) and marine components that
combine to give a section of coast its distinctive character.
One relevant and easily applied method originally developed in Canada is the British Columbia
Physical Mapping System (Howes et al. 1994), which has since been applied from Alaska to
Oregon and other coastal areas of the United States (Wynja et al. 2015). It is a hierarchical
scheme that subdivides the coast into systematic physical entities called shore units – a length
of coast with a limited range of physical entities (Figure 6). A shore unit comprises several shore
components – e.g. dunes, shore platform, mangroves. These components are typically
organised in cross-profile from land out to sea over four distinct shore zones: 1. Backshore 2.
Intertidal (defined by duration of tidal submergence) 3. Shallow Subtidal 4. Deep Subtidal
(Figure 7).
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Figure 6 Shore Units, Shore Zones, Shore Compartments (C1, C2. etc.) (Example at Wongara, Otway coast,
photo N. Rosengren Dec. 2016)

Figure 7 Shore Zones. Shore Zones (after Howes et al. 1994)

The Shore Zone concept is a practical method to summarise the physical and related biological
nature of alongshore coastal units based on their cross-section components and grouping
them into coastal units (or ‘coastal compartments’, in Victoria). It is a means of rapidly
compiling information on shoreline form, substrate, and vegetation type and can be used to
assess the response (sensitivity) of a coast to water level and other environmental changes. It
was designed to supplement conventional aerial and space imagery by capturing geotagged
low altitude oblique aerial videography and stills imagery from helicopter.
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The capture can now be achieved economically using Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV) and was
used in a recent study of coastal slopes at Anglesea and Torquay (AECOM 2016, Ierodiaconou,
et al. 2016). This study was part of the Victorian Coastal Monitoring Program (VCMP), outlined in
section 2.4.1.
The visible component of the Shore Zone is the intertidal zone, but effectively it is the area
between wave base and the landward limit of occasional or extreme wave impact. The shore
zone is related to the geomorphology of the backshore zones, however not all backshore zones
will necessarily have similar shore zones. For example, rock platform shore zones can occur in
front of a range of backshore types, including active cliffs or coastal wetlands. The impact of
changed coastal processes, e.g. changes in wave dynamics and water level, may initially be
displayed in the shore zone before it is translated to the backshore.
The Intertidal Shore Zone can further be subdivided into zones and other terms commonly used
in Australia to describe the morphology of the Shore Zone (Short 1999) are illustrated in Figure
8.

Figure 8 Terminology to describe zones on a sandy beach coast (after Short 1999, Woodroofe 2002)

The offshore zone (lower shoreface) describes the area where water is too deep for most waves
to interact with the seafloor. This zone merges shoreward with the dynamic upper shoreface
where waves begin to shoal, develop breakers, surf and ultimately expend energy as swash. The
backshore extends landward of normal swash (breaking waves) and includes sediment and
terrain deposited or shaped by storm-surge waves or wind and biological material tolerant of
salt-spray. The backshore may spread kilometres inland as transgressive dunes (relatively
large and flat sheets of sand).
3.1.1 Offshore
The coastal limit offshore extends at least to the water depth where there is regular interaction
of waves with the seafloor so that a) wave energy is transmitted to the seafloor and therefore
can entrain sediment, and b) the direction of wave travel is modified by refraction as waves
transform by contact with the bottom. It may be argued that the offshore coast extends to
include submerged features developed either at lower sea level or now submerged due to
coastal and ocean floor subsidence at depths below the modern level of wave-seafloor
interaction.
3.1.2 Nearshore
The nearshore is the action zone where deepwater swell waves encounter the shallowing
seafloor where they slow, shorten, steepen and increase in height. At the break point (usually a
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bar) they form surf and move as wave bores (broken white water) onto the shore as swash
(Short 1996). Onshore, alongshore and return (rip) currents develop in this zone and are critical
in moving sediment onto, along and away from the beach face. The width of the nearshore zone
is determined by coastal slope, tide range and wave action. It extends from the low tide line
seawards to the water depth where wave action ceases to interact with the seafloor. The width
of the zone at any time will be determined by wave conditions and, along a coast, may range
from a few hundred metres to several kilometres. The nearshore zone is comprised of subzones of different wave characteristics – an outer shoaling zone, an inner shoaling zone and a
surf zone. The intertidal zone may be included as part of the nearshore zone but in this
document the intertidal zone is described as a separate entity and termed the littoral zone.

Figure 9 Details of upper shoreface zone and sub-compartments (oblique photographs Feb 2011)

3.1.3 Littoral (intertidal) zone
The littoral zone is the area that experiences periodic submergence-emergence in response to
tidal movement. While the vertical distance of the zone is defined by the absolute local tidal
regime, the horizontal extent is a function of the nearshore (foreshore) slope. The absolute
limits of the tide can be defined by reference to the astronomical forces that govern the rise
and fall of ocean waters, although the actual movement at a place will be further influenced by
atmospheric conditions, notably air pressure and the strength and direction of winds. The times
of high and low tides forecast in tide tables can be compared with the actual levels recorded in
tide gauges.
As at least 50 per cent of the littoral zone is submerged for 50 per cent of the time, defining the
tidal prism the volume of water between mean high and low tides) is critical. Techniques for
fixing its upper and lower limits include mathematical computations and physical observations
of tide gauges, wave heights and tidal currents coupled with ground surveys. Combining these
methods with topographic and bathymetric LiDAR allows these boundaries to be determined
with increasing accuracy. The various coastal zones are shown diagrammatically in relation to
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tidal levels in Figure 10. The predicted levels, based on the astronomical computations, and
recorded levels (influenced by atmospheric and weather conditions) should be compared to
determine potential baseline errors when monitoring.

Figure 10 Absolute and mean elevations of different tidal levels at Lorne Jetty

3.1.4 Shoreline
The shoreline is a temporally variable line developed where sea level intersects the land at the
boundary of the foreshore and backshore. Its position at any time is broadly determined by the
state of the tide, and in detail is governed by wave action creating swash and backwash (where
the tide recedes). Given the need to define the shoreline for jurisdiction, administration and
ownership, the recognition of its position is not a trivial exercise.
The instantaneous shoreline is the position of the land-water interface at one instant in time
(Boak and Turner 2005). Physically, it is continually changing on time scales of seconds to
millennia as weather and tides determine where swash and backwash create momentary lines
in the sand (literally the strand) and are governed by a great array of processes (Figure 9). For
jurisdiction purposes, it is necessary to fix the position of a line or plane surface representing
the shoreline in three-dimensional space and be able to recognise this in relation to discernible
physical features.
Given its transitory nature, agreement as to what water level (in relation to the part of the tidal
cycle e.g. Figure 10) determines the shoreline is critical. Although the recognition of this agreed
level is of legal and cadastral importance, of equal relevance in understanding coastal
dynamics is determining the reach of storm- or flood-driven higher high-water marks. Some of
these marks may be observed in real-time but some may only be recognised by proxy
indicators such as abandoned strand lines or erosion notches.
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The recognition and measurement of the horizontal and vertical position of the shore, either
directly or by its fossil imprint (wrack or drift lines), is therefore a key issue in coastal
monitoring.

Figure 11 Shoreline definitions (Boak and Turner 2005) and photo examples, western Victoria (Codrington
[left], Point Lonsdale [right])

3.1.5 Backshore
The backshore begins beyond the normal level of wave/tide swash although occasionally may
be directly impacted by highest tides, storm waves and salt spray. The landward limits are
cryptic (difficult to distinguish from one another) and are often fragmented and modified by
infrastructure. The zone includes older terrain impacted by coastal changes over time e.g.
transgressive dunes, saltmarsh or active soft-rock slopes.

3.2 Beaches
Apart from shorelines on coastal slopes (such as some granite) that plunge directly into deep
water, almost all shorelines are fringed by beaches. Even coastal cliffs that are awash at the
base for much of the tidal cycle have a veneer of sediment deposited and moved by wave
action. Beaches are accumulations of wave-deposited sediment that extend from the upper
limit of swash seaward to the modal wave base (Short 1999).
Beaches are made of sediment ranging in size from mud (usually called mudflats) to boulders,
with most beaches made of sand ranging from fine to coarse grain size. Beaches can vary in
plan and profile over a very short time in response to wave conditions and sediment supply.
While this is most obvious in the shallow swash and littoral zone, rapid changes can also occur
in deeper water of the nearshore zone.
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3.2.1 Beach systems
Beaches occur in a wide range of coastal environments, from continuous elongate barrier
systems tens of kilometres long, to semi-enclosed discrete compartments of only a few tens of
metres.
An initial classification recognises two broad groups of beaches:
1.

barrier beaches

2.

mainland beaches.

The term ‘barrier’ is used to describe a range of emergent depositional landforms, which are
separated from the mainland coast by a lagoon, bay, or marsh, and therefore act as a barrier
between the mainland and processes operating on the open coast (Davidson-Arnott 2011). Short
barriers occur across the mouth of an estuary and as straight and recurving spits. There are
often older barriers from previous or higher sea level preserved inland of the modern coast.
Barrier beaches typically face high wave energy seas and have developed over the Holocene
(and earlier episodes of high sea level) by episodic landward migration of sand bodies resulting
in a complex of ridges and depressions shaped by wave deposition and wind. The backshore of
a barrier beach is usually a lagoon or elongated depression variably filled by washover
deposits, marsh and fluvial sediment.
Mainland beaches are developed along rising or abrupt coastal slopes and have narrow
backshore zones without continuous elongate lagoons and few or no multiple sand ridges.
Along much of the south east coast of Australia, mainland beaches occur in embayments
bounded by hard rock headlands and are termed ‛embayed beaches’ (Short and Masselink
1999). In places, the headlands are engineering structures such as groynes. Unlike barrier
beaches where sediment is derived from offshore, embayed coastal beaches may have a major
component of local sediment from streams and cliffs. Mainland beaches may have a
continuous sand surface from the backshore to deep water but many are underlain by rock
that crops out as shore platforms seaward of the beach. Beaches on these platforms (shore
platform beaches) may be stranded above water level at some stages of the falling tide.
3.2.2 Beach morphodynamics
Wright and Thom (1977) described morphodynamics as ‘the mutual interactions and
transformations between morphology and hydrodynamic or aerodynamic forces’. Beach
morphodynamics therefore describes the mutual interaction of waves with beach topography
(Short 1999). Currents produced by waves, and (generally) to a lesser extent by tides, move
sediment causing the beach topography to change. This alteration in sea-floor shape will affect
subsequent wave movements with ongoing feedback loops over different time scales extending
from the beachface to occasionally offshore deep water.
While measurement of morphodynamic processes requires considerable expertise and
sophisticated instrumentation, the consequences of morphodynamic processes on the upper
shoreface are readily observed and may be measured by a variety of techniques to produce
results of varying resolution. Beach monitoring provides temporal information about the state
of parts of the beach system that have been altered by processes since the last monitoring and
allows qualitative assessment of beach morphodynamics. For example, the Victorian Coastal
Monitoring Program (VCMP) works with citizen science groups to use small <2 kg aerial drones
to monitor shorelines within priority areas – refer to section 2.4.1 for more information.
Short (1996, 1999) summarised a classification of wave-dominated beaches developed by
himself and others over the previous 20 years, that is applicable to the Victorian coast. This
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classification recognises three beach types, regardless of position: dissipative, intermediate
and reflective (Figure 12, Figure 13).
Dissipative beaches (D) are the high energy end of the wave-beach spectrum and have wide,
low gradient surf zones across which spilling breakers dissipate energy.
Reflective beaches (R) are at the lower end of the energy spectrum, although they may
experience occasional high waves, and are typically composed of coarse sediment or gravel
with narrow and steep swash zones.
Intermediate beaches are between the reflective and dissipative ends and have a range of
morphodynamic characteristics grouped into four beach states: longshore bar and trough
(LBT), rhythmic bar and beach (RBB), transverse bar and rip (TBR), and low tide terrace (LTT).
Reflective beaches in shallower water develop intermediate states in the nearshore zone,
typically with a low tide terrace or rarely with a low tide bar.
The beach classes described above are based on beach morphodynamics. Each class has a
distinctive assemblage of nearshore geomorphic features. These features - in both profile and
planform - change over varying time scales as beaches experience alternating accretion and
erosional phases moving from one class to another (Figure 14). A longshore bar formed under
storm wave conditions will migrate shoreward and become crenulated as rip cells develop
under longer-term swell waves forming a rhythmic bar and beach. The shoreline also develops
large cuspate forms as part of the rip cell circulation and the bars eventually weld at the cusp
horns on the beach. Ultimately, the bar welds completely to the beach, leaving a fully accreted
steep berm and a non-barred reflective profile.
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Figure 12 Beach morphodynamic classification (Short 1999)
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Figure 13 Diagrams of major beach types, Victoria (after Geoscience Australia,
OzCoasts)
Figure 14 Plan view of the sequence of beach and nearshore
morphologies for intermediate beaches for accretionary (left panel)
and erosional wave conditions (right panel) (Davidson-Arnott, 2011)
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3.3 Coastal State Indicators
Coastal State Indicators (CSIs) are parameters that quantitatively describe the dynamic-state
and evolutionary trends of a coastal system (CONSCIENCE, 2010). In summary as applied to
beaches, CSI’s major functions are:
• to provide quantitative data on the physical condition of a beach
• to monitor trends in these conditions over time
• to compare across situations on a local to regional scale
• to provide an early warning signal of changes in the beach environment
• to assist in diagnosis of possible cause(s) of beach change
• to anticipate likely future conditions and trends.
Ideally, CSIs will provide integrated site-specific knowledge based on quantitative data to allow
coastal managers to assess changes in beaches and develop adaptive management
strategies. CSIs focus on the subaerial beach but for completeness should include nearshore
and backshore components.

3.4 Shoreface morphology
Features that can be recognised and measured in profile and planform and defined as CSIs for
Victorian beaches include:
• position of distal/marginal anchor points on embayed beaches
• nearshore to backshore profile – subaqueous and subaerial beach
• width of active/momentary swash zone
• swash/strand lines
• beach composition and grain size (gravel, coarse to fine sand, whole and broken shell, coral,
seagrass, kelp, woody debris and other flotsam)
• beach stratigraphy
• relationship between profile slope and grain size
• number, height, spacing of beach scarps
• position of slope inflexion(s)
• berm(s) – crest and backshore-seaward slope
• number, width, elevation, orientation of bars and runnels
• cusps - horns and embayment size and spacing
• location of seaward extent of beach on shore platform
• areal extent of sand/outcrop on shore platform beach
• thickness and stratigraphy of sand on shore platform beach
• position of first anchored vegetation
• base of bluff, dune or other marked change of slope at backshore
• backshore profile including length and slope of active sand face(s)
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• backshore rock slopes, overhang distance, detached blocks, disaggregation of detached
blocks fractures (photographs)
• beach volume.

4. Development of a monitoring program for
sandy coasts
4.1 Why monitor?
Monitoring beaches allows researchers and managers to track beach change over time. This
improves our understanding of coastal dynamics and gives a quantitative base for assessment
of possible links between changes to shorelines from specific storm events or impacts on
infrastructure.
By understanding how a coastal system develops and performs, better operational decisions
can be made and better management of the beach achieved.
The following reasons for collecting beach monitoring data were proposed by Bradbury (2010):
• understanding the past as both fluctuations and long-term trends are needed to understand
beach evolution
• identification of present problems
• programming management intervention
• calibrating or validating physical and numerical models
• assessing the effectiveness of an intervention
• understanding the impacts from an intervention
• ensuring compliance with consenting conditions
• providing evidence that required mitigation can be carried out.
In further assessing the reasons for beach monitoring, the aspirations and goals of the
stakeholders must also be understood and evaluated. As discussed in section 2, the intended
users of this strategy include coastal managers as well as those community groups that
contribute data. As a result, additional reasons may also be important in the decision to
undertake beach monitoring:
• establish historical baselines that can benefit both coastal managers and the community and
to transfer ongoing programs to future generations
• confirm anecdotal observations
• empower community groups with knowledge that their actions can make a difference
• provide motivation for action
• justify coastal funding grants and applications
• ensure evidence-based decision making when considering planning applications
• ultimately provide coastal managers, regulators and the public with information and data
that will allow them to make better decisions for the coast.
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4.2 Scales of monitoring
Coastal processes occur at a wide range of scales and range from localised scour at the base
of a seawall and seasonal alterations to cross shore beach topography, to long term changes in
the location and nature of the shoreline on a regional scale.
Table 2 adapted from CONSCIENCE (D10-2010) provides some insight into how scale can
influence coastal monitoring methods. Further detail on methods applicable to beach
monitoring is described in later sections.
An understanding of the nature and scale of sedimentation and/or erosion is important in
designing and implementing an appropriate beach monitoring program.
Table 2: Scales of beach monitoring
Example of
monitoring type

Explanation

Examples of
methods

Point

Linear arrays of
point sensors

Measurement of the depth of scour of coastal
defences under all conditions

Tell-tail scour
monitoring system

Medium
scale

Cross-shore
profiles surveys and
topographic
surveys

Beach profiles and topographic surveys are
typically collected using a large range of
methods

Total Station
(Theodolite)

Scale

Kinematic GPS
Laser scanning
systems
Repeated digital
photography

Large
scale

Mapping of
tidelines and
shorelines

The position of the shoreline or tidelines (i.e.
the location of some representation of high
water level and low water level) is commonly
marked on maps which can and do vary over
time

Ortho-rectified
aerial (including
UAVs), satellite
photos
Topographic LiDAR
Bathymetric surveys
from ships

4.3 What to monitor
Two broad groups of data concerning beach character and changes over time are required:
• the sediment budget (sources and sinks – where the sediment comes from and where it goes
to) of a beach compartment in the context of the broader coastal environment
• detailed topographical, sedimentological, biological and human-influenced changes over
periods ranging from seconds to centuries for each beach.
4.3.1 Beach sediment budget
As a background to monitoring an individual beach compartment or sector, an understanding
of the following sediment is necessary:
• sediment sources
• longshore transport into area
• sea cliff erosion
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• river transport
• onshore transport
• biogenic deposition
• wind transport onto the beach
• beach nourishment (artificial)
• sediment loss
• longshore transport out of area
• offshore (or cross-shore) transport
• wind transport inland
• deposition in maintained navigation channels
• solution and abrasion
• invasive beach sand-binding species
• mining (beach and backshore)
• other anthropogenic causes.
Although detailed analysis of the practical and modelling techniques that can be applied to
understanding is beyond the scope of this document, coastal managers should seek advice
regarding the state of knowledge of these processes for each sector or compartment they are
responsible for.
4.3.2 Topographical components and changes
As discussed in section 3.3 on Coastal State Indicators (CSIs), an understanding of
geomorphological processes involved in the evolution and ongoing changes of a coastline is
critical. As such, there are many components of the beach environment that can and should be
monitored and assessed to determine rates of accretion and recession. Section 3.3 provided a
series of key CSIs which can be used by coastal managers for beach management. In assessing
these CSIs, topographic mapping, including cross shore profiles, shoreline position in relation to
the backshore and beach stratigraphy are particularly relevant. The following CSIs are minimal
for a meaningful beach monitoring program:
• Nearshore profiles
• Cross shore (littoral zone) profiles
• Sub-aerial / dry beach profiles
• Backshore profiles (dunes and upland)
• Momentary coast line (MCL) position at various state of sea conditions
• Mean Low water mark or (water’s edge)
• Mean High water mark
• Storm strand/debris line
• Beach thickness
• Incipient foredune character.
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4.4 How to monitor (methodologies)
The simplest and most versatile monitoring of beach character is by ground inspection (taking
appropriate notes and diagrams) supported by photography. Although this is a superficial
recording, it does allow for visual recognition of some key shoreline components.
There are many different methods of point and specific area beach monitoring, ranging in
complexity and quality of data collected. Some of the methods are cheap to implement, while
others require expensive equipment or are costly to operate and may require specialist
technical knowledge. The selection of a monitoring method must be based on what data is
required, how the data will be used and who will be involved in data collection.
One of the simplest approaches to change detection on coasts is the use of photo point
imagery involving comparisons of photos from fixed or known locations. Such methods are
ideally suited to community group participation given the ease of data collection including
widely available equipment. While the interpretation of this data is essentially qualitative, the
benefits from community involvement, the relative ease of acquisition and interpretation of
visual data for most people and accessibility of results to a wide audience make this approach
attractive in an overall monitoring program.
The most common information obtained for land managers and involving community efforts is
cross shore topographic profiles. Typically, this data has been obtained through survey levelling
techniques and is suited to low budget programs. Accuracy can be very good and such
methods are suitable for volunteer groups with a lower technical base knowledge and several
individuals carrying out a specific role in the levelling and analysis process.
Where profiles are being generated as part of ongoing investigations and studies for
specifically funded land management purposes, commercial involvement using consultants
with more sophisticated equipment is appropriate. Levelling along transects can then be
conducted using total station theodolites or real time kinematic GPS. Costs are greater, but
accuracy and validation of data is more reliable.
Other methods that can produce not only transect profiles, but overall ground models can also
be applied. Involvement is usually on a commercial basis and requires sophisticated and
expensive monitoring equipment, such as terrestrial laser scanners or airborne
photogrammetric systems. Data manipulation and validation is usually more complicated and
expensive.
Where more broad scale information relating to shoreline or tideline position is required,
methods become increasingly more sophisticated and expensive. The use of airborne
photogrammetry and LiDAR systems can produce medium to high resolution terrain or surface
models from which many of the critical state indicators can be interpreted.
As part of the Victorian Coastal Monitoring Program (VCMP), Deakin University have developed
standard survey and operational procedures for citizen science groups assessing coastal
change using Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs). UAVs can be used for assessing and
monitoring shoreline change, sand erosion and accretion, land slips, sand height, and cliff
change, and provide an effective, non-destructive way to monitor shorelines that have been
difficult to achieve with traditional approaches.
Where large areas need to be assessed, the use of orthorectified satellite or synthetic-aperture
radar (SAR) imagery is also a possibility. Again, it involves highly technical input into data
acquisition and analysis.
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Where beach profiling is required to extend into the nearshore areas, or information on
sediment cells and sand storage in near to offshore sand bars is required, traditional
bathymetric surveys from vessels are now complimented by more technically advanced
methods such as bathymetric LiDAR.
As a result, monitoring methods can be categorised by the theme of the data being sought and
the approach to acquire that data. Broadly, these themes include historical data, terrestrial
photo point monitoring, topographic surveys and other data acquisition programs.
The following list provides a summary of approaches along with tables expanding on issues
relating to equipment, accuracy, pros and cons for each method and the applicability for
different stakeholder groups.
• anecdotal
• historical data
• photographic - reference posts
• previous reports and studies
• terrestrial photo point monitoring (e.g. Fluker post)
• topographic surveys
• Emery rod
• levelling
• total station (electronic theodolite)
• Real-time kinematic (RTK) GPS
• laser scanner
• photogrammetry
• bathymetric surveys
• Aerial Photo Interpretation (aircraft, UAVs)
• LiDAR derivative data
• beach thickness and stratigraphy (probing and coring)
• satellite imagery.
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Table 3: Data acquisition – historical

Method

Description

1.

Recollections and
memories from
individuals and
interested parties

Anecdotal

Type of data
captured
Non-spatial, nonquantitative
observations

Equipment
needed and
accuracy
Tape-Video
recording

Suggested
application

Pros

Cons

Valuable insight
from people who
have witnessed
change at key
moments or events

Imprecise due to
non-standard way
of recording and
interpreting data
Cannot be easily
checked or
validated

Users

Background
history for
reference
against
validated
sources

The public

Background
history for
reference
against
validated
sources

The public,
researchers
and land
managers

Potential for
inadvertent or
wilful exaggeration
2.
Document

Written and printed
personal and public
documents, including
letters, memos,
newspaper and journal
articles, books,
surveyor’s notebooks

Documented
descriptions of
observations of
events and
conditions

Access to
personal and
public
repositories

Records from
observers who
have witnessed
change, possibly at
key moments or
events

May not be firsthand record
Varied spatial and
temporal accuracy
Cannot be always
checked or
validated unless
multiple
independent
sources
Potential for
inadvertent or
wilful exaggeration
Possible physical
distortion of
material over time
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3.
Random or
opportunistic
images
selection

Images made by
different people using
different methods at
different times

Sketches,
paintings, maps,
still photos - less
commonly film,
video

Variable
media and
camera types

Semi-quantitative
Image rather than
description
May be possible to
verify against
other sources

Unlikely that same
vantage points are
used which can
distort
interpretation
Variable
equipment means
image quality
varies enormously

Background
history for
reference
against
validated
sources

The public,
researchers
and land
managers

Possible semiquantitative
comparisons
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Table 4: Data acquisition – terrestrial photo point monitoring
Type of data
captured

Method

Description

1.

Repetitive photos taken
over time at set
locations (known
landmarks such as
posts or survey marks)
with set fields of view to
enable visual
comparison of beach
width/state

Still photos
and video

Repetitive photos are
taken over time at
specifically installed
posts with set fields of
view to enable visual
comparison of beach
width/state

Photos – still
or movie

Photo
vantage
points

2.
Fluker
posts

Photos uploaded to
website for standard
data management

Equipment
needed and
accuracy
DSLR camera

Preferably
same camera
make-model
and lens focal
length

Pros

Cons

Suggested
application

Easy for anyone with
appropriate camera

Varied precision
method of beach
monitoring

Illustrative
comparisons over
time

May be difficult to
closely compare
photos

Will show shortterm to long-term
qualitative
changes

Preferably same
camera make-model
and lens focal length
Limited data analysis
can be made if
orientation and
depression angle
recorded on photo
card
Quality DSLR
cameras,
preferably
same camera
make, model
and lens focal
length

Standard location
without need for
resurvey (but note
limitations)

Limited quantitative
analysis possible

Not site secure
Potential for damage
to camera cradle
position and
orientation
Commercial
arrangement means
ongoing costs and
information not easily
transferable to other
databases

Illustrative
comparisons
Will show shortterm to long-term
qualitative
changes

Users
Suited to
community
groups, limited
value to
researchers
and managers

Community
groups and the
public
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Table 5: Topographical surveys

Method

Description

1

Large set square with
at least one
adjustable arm and
levelling device

Meter
sticks/Emery
rods

Height and distance
measurements made
in small stages
across a beach
profile

Type of data
captured
Cross shore
profile consisting
of beach
elevation versus
distance

Equipment
needed and
accuracy
Emery rods or 2metre sticks,
string, bubble
level
Tape measure or
chain

Pros

Cons

Suggested
application

Low cost
equipment can be
home-built

Requires
construction of the
tool (not
commercially
available)

Repetitive
multiple
surveys to
illustrate
broad changes

Imprecise with
potential high error
percentage due to
operator error

Use after
storm or largescale changes

Simplest form of
2-dimensional
beach profile
measurement

Users
School and
community
groups

Mistakes can be
cumulative
2.
Clinometer and
tape

A clinometer is used
to measure the angle
from horizontal
between two objects
of equal height
spaced apart (e.g.
two measuring poles)
A tape measure then
finds the distance
between two points
A clinometer can also
be used to measure
backshore features
such as dune slopes

Cross shore
profile consisting
of beach
elevation versus
distance

A clinometer,
ranging poles
and 30 to 50
metre tape

Simple form of 2dimensional
beach profile
measurement
Simple, cheap
equipment, easy
to use

Imprecise with
potential high error %
due to operator error
Mistakes can be
cumulative
Requires two people
to survey
Previous survey
needed to establish a
datum on a marker

Repetitive
multiple
surveys to
illustrate
broad changes

School and
community
groups

Use after
storm or largescale changes
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3.

Instrument on tripod

Instrument
levelling

Measuring - staff/
reflector moved
across the beach
measuring distance elevation difference
to multiple points

Cross shore
profile consisting
of beach
elevation versus
distance

Level - ranging
from basic
optical builders’
level to laser
levels

Accurate
recording of a
beach profile

Requires at least 2
people to complete
survey

Accuracy
approx.+/- 2 to 5
mm

Some calculations
required for final
profile
Equipment $300$500)
Previous survey
needed to establish a
datum

4.
Total station
(theodolite)

A total station uses a
laser beam shot at a
reflector that is
moved along the
beach to measure
the differences in
horizontal angle,
vertical angle and
distance
Gives the most
accurate
representation of a
beach profile

Cross shore
profile consisting
of beach
elevation versus
distance
Dune height and
slope also
possible

Total station
(theodolite)
Accuracy approx.
+/- 2 to 5 mm

Accurate digital
recording of
beach profile

Expensive and
technical equipment
– not intuitive to use

Automated data
recording

Requires two people
Download and data
calculations required

Repetitive
multiple
surveys to
illustrate fine
changes in
level and
profile

Community
groups but
usually with
support of
land manager
providing
equipment

Use at regular
intervals

Researchers

Repetitive
multiple
surveys to
illustrate fine
changes in
level and
profile

Land
managers and
researchers

Use to reestablish and
verify control
points for
lower
resolution
surveys
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5.
Real-time
kinematic (RTK)
GPS

6.
Terrestrial LiDAR
(laser) scanner

A real time kinematic
global positioning
system (GPS) unit
used in combination
with base station
placed over known
point to provides x, y
and z positions at
any location of the
beach

Cross shore and
alongshore
profiling of beach
elevation and
distance

Laser scanning unit
projects beam over
surface to build up a
three-dimensional
cloud of points

Both cross shore
and longshore
position and
elevation as a 3D
geo-referenced
point cloud

Can be used
from a fourwheel-drive or
quad vehicle

Real time
kinematic GPS
unit Accuracy of
approx. +/- 20 to
30 mm horizontal
and +/- 50 mm
vertical
Four-wheel-drive
or quad vehicle

TLS laser
scanner single or
multi beam
Accuracy
dependent on
control and
distance
measured typically +/- 20
to 40 mm

Readings provide
both vertical and
horizontal
position
Can cover
extensive area of
beach and
provide multiple
data points
quickly

Expensive and
technical equipment
– not intuitive to use
Can be operated by
one but ideally
requires two people
Download and data
calculations required
Reliant on availability
of satellites

Extensive
coverage can be
gained building
up a 3D model of
the landscape

Very expensive
equipment outlay
and sophisticated
software analysis
needed

Fine detail of
backshore slopes
(dunes, bedrock,
engineered
structure)
possible

Specialist operator
and processing skills
required
Requires extensive
ground survey
control
Vegetation and
surface litter can be
an issue for single
beam units

Repetitive
multiple
surveys to
illustrate fine
changes in
level and
profile

Land
managers and
researchers

Use to reestablish and
verify control
points for
lower
resolution
surveys
Benchmark
studies as
basis for less
expensive
methods to
follow over
smaller areas

Consultants
working for
land
managers
Researchers

Excellent for
periodic
monitoring of
nourished
beaches
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7.
Terrestrial
photogrammetry

8.
Detailed aerial
photo analysis

A series of
photographs are
taken to produce a
three-dimensional
cloud of points
representing the
landscape observed

Analysis of historical
aerial photos in a
geographic
information system
(such as ArcMap) can
provide quantitative
tracking of medium
term shoreline
movement

Both cross shore
and longshore
position and
elevation as a 3D
geo referenced
point cloud

Good quality
digital camera
preferably with
GPS positioning

Relatively
inexpensive and
faster than
Terrestrial LiDAR.

Specialised software
needed to produce
models and compare
point clouds

Platforms can be
vehicle or UAVs

Extensive
coverage can be
gained building
up a 3D model of
the landscape.

Needs extensive
ground control to
locate in real work
coordinates

Accuracy
typically +/- 30 to
60 mm

Large scale
horizontal shore
line position
Limited vertical
information

Aerial
photographic
platforms now
range from fixed
wing aircraft,
helicopters and
small UAVs
Accuracy approx.
+/- 50 to 60 mm
dependent on
ground control
and quality of
pre-digital
photos

Can also use
aerial and oblique
aerial photos if
control is
available
Provides medium
term (annual to
decadal)
interpretation of
shoreline change

Acquisition and
preparation of
photography for
quantitative analysis
is expensive

Important for
historical
comparison

Requires specialist
GIS software

Benchmark
studies as
basis for less
expensive
methods to
follow over
smaller areas

Consultants
working for
land
managers
Researchers

Excellent for
periodic
monitoring of
nourished
beaches and
backshore
slopes
Baseline
studies for
comparison of
historical with
new data

Specialised
consultants
assisting land
managers
Researchers

Requires
experience/training
in GIS
Needs extensive
ground control for
new photographs
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9.
Airborne LiDAR
(subaerial and
bathymetric)

LiDAR (Light
detection and
ranging) streams
laser pulses to the
ground from aircraft
Software converts
the returning signal
to a 3-dimensional
image

10.
Scour at base of
seawall
monitoring (TellTail)

Monitoring system of
omni-directional
motion sensors
mounted on flexible
‘tails’ and connected
to a solid-state data
recorder
Under normal
conditions, the
sensors remain
buried and do not
move
When a scour hole
begins to develop,
the sensors are
progressively
exposed and each
begins to oscillate in
the flow

Detailed digital
elevation model
of the entire area
allows both cross
shore and
shoreline
analysis

Airborne Laser
and GPS gear

Provides details
of beach
behaviour during
tidal cycle and
storms at base of
built structure

Single to multiple
sensors inserted
at base of built
structures e.g.
piers or seawalls

Accuracy approx.
+/ 250 mm
horizontally and
+/- 100 mm
vertically

Use of a multilevel array of
sensors provides
a more accurate
measure of the
depth of scour
and indicates
when scour hole
fills

Provides a
detailed 3D
picture of the
current shoreline
Can survey large
areas rapidly
Covers beach,
backshore and
nearshore to 25 m
depth
Continuous
monitoring of
beach
topography and
behaviour e.g.
fluidisation. Allows
very short-term
changes to be
recorded.

Costly - state and
federal funding
assistance needed
Only provides single
snapshots of beach
state, which is not
necessarily
representative of
average conditions
Relatively expensive
to install
Need for monitoring
when deployed
Vulnerable to
vandalism

Accurate
baseline data

Land
managers

Ideal for
repeated
surveys

Researchers

Detailed
process
studies

Engineering
consultants
assisting land
managers

Early warning
of potential
structural
failure

Researchers

Each oscillation is
logged.
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11.
Bathymetric
survey

12.
Nearshore
bathymetry

Measurements of the
below water surface
profile are taken
using several
techniques

Nearshore and
offshore beach
profiles

Echo sounder
mounted on a small,
rigid-hull inflatable
boat and GPS

At high tide the
boat drives as
close as possible
to the beach,
overlapping the
area covered in
land-based
surveys

Single and multibeam echo
sounders
Accuracy approx.
50 to 100 mm
Echo sounder
mounted on a
small, rigid-hull
inflatable boat
and GPS

The only reliable
way of obtaining
under water
nearshore profiles

Expensive

Gives detail of
nearshore beach
profile beyond
wading depth

Moderately
expensive (mainly
GPS unit) and needs
appropriate craft
and qualified
operator

Video-Imaging

One or more fixed
video cameras
pointed obliquely
along the coastline
The cameras are
connected to an
automated
computer, which
controls the capture
and pre-processing
of the images

Instantaneous to
continuous
monitoring of
beach and wave
conditions and
position of
shoreline

Consultants

Repetitive
surveys
complement
subaerial
beach profiling

Consultants

Continuous
detailed
recording

Consultants

Monitor
seasonal
changes and
extreme
events to allow
long-term
shoreline
change
information

Researchers

Land
managers
Researchers

Land
managers
Researchers

Only feasible in calm
weather and surf
conditions

Data from the
two surveys are
merged to form a
single profile
13.

Needs survey control
to relate back to
terrestrial datum

Essential to
complement
beach surveys
to determine
sediment
budget

Sophisticated
integrated
system
commercially
available

Fixed location
means that only
lens
characteristics
(radial distortion)
and ground
control points are
required to create
a geo-rectified
image
Can be used over
months to years

The original images
are oblique and need
to be corrected
before they can be
used to determine a
shoreline
Only possible to
install at fixed,
secure locations

Land
managers

Very good for
recording storm
changes
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Table 6: Beach sediment thickness

Method

Description

Type of Data
captured

1.

Steel rods and
augers or
mechanical and
hydraulic corers and
excavators

Stratigraphy,
thickness, beach
volume, and history
of deposition and
loss

GPR emits pulses of
FM-frequency radio
waves from an
antenna traveling
across the ground
surface

Different grain
sizes of beach
sand, e.g. gravel or
shell beds,
thickness of sand
over rock, buried
stream or tidal
channels

Beach
trenching,
probing or
coring

2.
Ground
Penetrating
Radar (GPR)

The signal will reflect
from layers of
different density

Equipment
needed and
accuracy

Suggested
Application

Pros

Cons

Hand-held steel
rods and
augers,
mechanical
corers e.g.
Geoprobe,
vibrocoring

Accuracy depends on
technique

Probing without core
recovery is least
valuable

GPR unit and
suitable towing
vehicle

Rapid non-invasive
method of
determining beach
thickness and
stratigraphy

Core recovery from
Geoprobe core allows
detailed analysis and
dating

Numerous closely
spaced soundings
are combined to form
an image of the
subsurface

Mechanical coring
and trenching is an
invasive process with
impacts on beach
flora and fauna
Expensive equipment
Highly specialised
processing and
interpretation

Users

Benchmark
study of beach
thickness and
stratigraphy

Consultants

Benchmark
study of target
beaches,
especially gravel
and shore
platform
beaches

Consultants

Land
managers
Researchers

Land
managers
Researchers
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5. Where to monitor?
The location and number of monitoring transects or the extent of spatial coverage within a
program will rely on factors including:
• what is being monitored?
• what is the extent or length of the longshore beach being monitored?
• what are the key locations of interest (i.e. are there structures, assets and areas of concern
that need to be assessed)?
• what is the accuracy required?
• what is the budget available?
• what resources are available?
• what time is available for monitoring (e.g. likely to be completed in one day)?
Typical examples of spatial separation of survey transect profiles range from 50 m to 250 m.
Closer spacing would be usually be used around infrastructure and coastal defences to assess
their local influences whereby broader spacing’s can be applied to shore line position or
seafloor elevations which are better averaged out over longer distances (Pranzini and Rossi).
The other component of where to monitor relates to the specific location within the beach
profile and this will relate to the issues being considered. Monitoring of the dune and upland
portion of the profile may have interest in some locations especially where windblown
movement of sand and erosional impact at the base of dunes is prevalent. The dry or subaerial
beach including position of the dune/ beach interface may be the more important
consideration possibly where beach amenity is important.
Monitoring of the nearshore section of the beach provides special challenges and is not
commonly included in community projects but may be vital for researchers and land managers
trying to understand sand movement and offshore sediment balances.

5.1 When to monitor (time of the year) – frequency
The time scale chosen will depend on the context of the investigation. A swash zone or
liquefaction study may require sampling of the shoreline position every second, seasonal
changes will need at least four times per year, storm impact will be event specific, whereas
when investigating long-term shoreline change, mapping every 10–20 years may be adequate.
Monitoring should be carried out regularly to provide a consistent set of results that can be
compared on both a seasonal basis (intra-annual trends) and on a longer timescale (interannual basis).
As a minimum, it is important to choose times during the year which reflect periods of least and
greatest variability. As such, summer measurements should represent the time when storm
action is reduced and beach profiles attain their highest and less variable levels. As a result,
the end of summer in February and March can be a good time to collect data
Similarly, where the intention is to monitor significant change, activities should aim for a time in
winter where beach levels are historically low due to increased storm activity and impact from
more aggressive erosional condition. As such, monitoring in August and September would be
ideal.
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Ideally, where resources and personnel (when considering community-based activities) are
available, monitoring should be conducted at more regular intervals such as every two or three
months. Under this program additional monitoring periods can be added in spring and autumn.
As such, a good monitoring framework to start with would include regular scheduled monitoring
in March, June, September and December.
It is important to note that local variations may need to be considered when assessing the
maximum and minimum long term shoreline positions and so every program should be ideally
planned and modified to local conditions.
Finally, timeframes for monitoring need to match the questions being asked. If an assessment
of beach profile change due to seasonal variations is required then a minimum of five years
data is probably required. Similar time frames exist to assess the influence of new coastal
defence structures, including renourishment, with pre–construction 3D imagery being
important.
Long term shoreline reviews will need to be supported by historical or archive data spanning as
far back in time as possible. Viable aerial photography is only available in south west Victoria
from around the time of the end of World War II.

5.2 Where can I find monitoring tools and resources?
The examples provided in Table 7 provide some guidance as to where further information,
procedures and tools on monitoring methodologies can be found.
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Table 7: Resources and links to assist with developing beach monitoring techniques

Theme

Method

Resource

Link

Historical data

Anecdotal

Historical
societies

historyvictoria.org.au

State Library

slv.vic.gov.au

National
Library of
Australia
(TROVE)

http://trove.nla.gov.au/

NACC
smartphone
app

nacc.com.au/online-photo-viewer-puts-monitoring-data-at-your-fingertips/

Geraldton
volunteer
beach
monitoring
snapshot

https://coastadapt.com.au/sites/default/files/case_studies/SS39_NACC_Community_Photo_Monito
ring_WA.pdf

Fluker posts

Fluker post
project
Victoria
University

flukerpost.com/

Emery rod
profiling

Woods Hole
Oceanograp
hic Institution

whoi.edu/page/live.do?pid=52235&tid=282&cid=88638

Levelling

TASMARC
survey
instructions

http://144.6.235.32/survey-instructions.html

Terrestrial
photo point

Topographic
surveys

Vantage
Point

Total station

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Total_station
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RTK GPS

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Real_Time_Kinematic

Laser
scanning

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Laser_scanning

Photogramm
etry
Bathymetry

ASMG job
specification

(See Appendix B)

ICSM
Guidelines
for Digital
Elevation
Data

icsm.gov.au/elevation/ICSM-GuidelinesDigitalElevationDataV1.pdf

Aerial photo
interpretation
LiDAR

Ortho satellite
imagery

Guidelines and recommendations for acquiring elevation data based on current best practice

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aerial_photographic_and_satellite
ICSM
Guidelines
for Digital
Elevation
Data

http://icsm.gov.au/what-we-do/elevation-and-depth-data
Guidelines and recommendations for acquiring elevation data based on current best practice

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aerial_photographic_and_satellite_image_interpretation
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6. How to manage monitoring data
6.1 Introduction
This section outlines reasons why coastal monitoring data should be managed and provides
broad details relating to how data should be managed. It also presents a list of data
management resources with specific web links to examples. Finally, a series of data
management recommendations is summarised.
Specifically, this section describes the management of coastal monitoring data from the
perspective of community groups as well as public land managers.

6.2 Background
Data management in the broadest sense relates to how data is captured, stored and processed
for effective use through analysis and dissemination to users. For community groups, this
analysis can be in the form of simple comparisons of beach measurements and site photos
over time to determine the change in beach conditions at local sites. By contrast, land
managers will need to access data collected from a variety of locations (often by these
community groups) and try to analyse results to assist in more effective planning for the
management of coastal resources.
Coastal monitoring data needs to be carefully managed as large volumes of information may
be captured from many locations by many individuals over a long period of time. Through
carefully defining and applying data management principles, a monitoring program will
engender more confidence in both the collection of the data as well as its use. This is because
data will be more consistent and reliable. Through effective data storage (including cloud
storage), collation, manipulation, display and ease of access, the data can yield added value in
the analysis that it can provide to support more effective decision-making.
Coastal monitoring data management has evolved significantly over the years through the
increasing reliance on computer applications. The Victorian Coastal Monitoring Program
(VCMP) teams up with PropellerAero, a cloud-based data processing and analysis portal to
ensure the data is freely accessible to land managers and the wider community. Using the data,
the extent of coastal erosion and accretion at priority locations along the Victorian coastline
can be visualised and calculated.
The use of spreadsheets and other simple databases, hand-held field capture devices,
geographic information systems (GIS) and most recently web mapping is discussed in the
following section.

6.3 Issues to be considered
Within the context of coastal monitoring data management outlined above, the following issues
need to be carefully considered to ensure the most effective use of this information.
6.3.1 Early planning
Careful consideration of the most relevant data management methodologies to adopt should
be undertaken at the commencement of a coastal monitoring program.
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These methodologies should be established to store data and associated metadata
(information about data) over its life-cycle. The selection of appropriate data management
elements should be based on methodologies that are fit-for-purpose.
6.3.2 Capture
In the past, data capture was limited to the use of paper forms and recording sheets along with
the use of simple hand held terrestrial cameras for recording of site conditions. The use of
paper-based forms results in data that is often difficult to distribute and requires transcription
into digital format for further processing. There are numerous paper-based data recording
formats in existence that may limit the ability to gather consistent coastal monitoring results
across various locations.
Spreadsheet programs such as Microsoft Excel have been widely used for many years to record
these paper-based readings. These programs are simple to use for both data capture as well as
in the presentation of graphical outputs in the form of profile lines. Data held in spreadsheets
can be easily shared. Similarly, simple databases have been developed using application such
as Microsoft Access that allow for standardised data entry forms and for reporting of results.
In the past decade, field-based data collection has been enhanced using GPS-enabled PDAs
and most recently, tablet data recording and mobile phone technologies. These methods allow
for data to be standardised as with office-based databases but have the advantage of allowing
for digital coastal site attribute data to be entered on-site at the same time as terrestrial photo
capture. Some of these field-based applications have access to simple GIS databases such as
with ESRI ArcPad. In these instances, maps and associated aerial imagery can be accessed to
enhance the collection of field data. Spatial data can then be downloaded in the office and
easily integrated into more sophisticated GIS software for further processing and analysis.
6.3.3 Storage
With the large volumes of data that can result from a long-term coastal monitoring project,
data storage has become a critical element to consider in effective data management. Simple
file management strategies have been used over the years with varying results to store and
organise paper forms, spreadsheet files and photos (either hard copy or digital) in stand-alone
systems. Central data repositories provide for data to be housed in a location that provides for
access by multiple users where they can retrieve information from an authoritative source.
These repositories can reduce the likelihood for data loss through use of data backups. Data
can be uploaded through a variety of means using web-technologies. Examples can be seen in
Section 7.4 and can apply to storage of both data measurements and photos.
6.3.4 Collation and manipulation
This element deals with how data can be assembled and processed so that it can be more
effectively compared.
In coastal beach monitoring, collation and manipulation includes the ability to gather beach
profile data over several years for the quantitative analysis of change detection or for the
direct visual comparison of site photos. It is more effective to process digital information for
subsequent analysis or display compared to information stored in hard copy only.
Beach profile data that is stored in a digital database can be easily stacked or overlayed
sequentially using basic spreadsheet tools or web-based application processing. Site photos
can be assembled through web-based albums such as Google Photos and Flickr. Images taken
over time periods can be easily compared based on their capture date. Image capture
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information stored in standard digital cameras and on mobile phone cameras provides not only
when images were taken but also should record coordinates and other characteristics. Photos
can then be quickly uploaded and shown on a web mapping interface.
6.3.5 Analysis
Data analysis can apply to many scenarios and levels of complexity. This can range from
simple visual or quantitative comparisons as described earlier through to the development of
derived outputs that require substantial processing. Data analysis requirements will often be
dictated by the end user and their needs (e.g. community insight into beach condition versus
land management scenario modelling). Some basic analysis can be performed using online
and/or web mapping applications, but generally, off-line GIS software is relied upon to develop
complex analysis outputs. Numerous GIS packages are available for use by researchers to
further process field data and then relate it to other spatial data as required.
6.3.6 Display
Data display is an important element to consider for the results of data analysis to be
effectively communicated.
Some of the simplest display methods yield the most compelling results. Whenever sound
graphical communication and cartographic principles are used, data display is most effective
irrespective of the data delivery platform used. Examples include the use of effective colours
and symbols.
Web mapping provides a powerful medium for displaying beach monitoring data. Common
mapping tools can be used for standard navigation, interrogation and the production of
outputs. Both beach measurement data and photos can be linked to web mapping applications
along with other social media content.
Users are more able to work with web mapping applications since the advent of Google Maps
and Bing Maps. Community groups and land managers also use Australian state government
web mapping which display a wide range of natural resource spatial data.
Even in the digital age, there is still a market and purpose for the printing of hard copy outputs
that display graphs, maps and photos. Data management should be able to accommodate
these output options as well.
6.3.7 Accessibility
Web mapping applications can reach the widest audience. Web mapping has superseded the
mass dissemination of data and applications through the distribution of static data on CD
media. Web mapping applications need to be carefully designed to ensure that data
accessibility is enhanced. There has been a tendency with earlier examples of web mapping to
bombard the user with as much data as is possible. Current trends are based on simple, clean
and single theme maps that are built on standard base maps and aerial imagery. They feature
simple navigation, interrogation, drawing, uploading, exporting and printing tools. Data upload
and export capabilities can take advantage of central data storage methodologies.
There is considerable scope for development of Open Source web mapping (i.e. non-proprietary
providing for considerable customisation). Web mapping applications can also link to other
stakeholder web pages to provide for a comprehensive communication of information to a
broad audience. At all stages of a monitoring project, early consultation between land
managers and end users is recommended so project planning and outcomes ensure the
desired level of data capture and management, analysis, display and accessibility.
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6.4 Where can I find data management tools and resources?
The examples in the table below illustrate some of the data management principles presented in the previous sections.
Name

Resource type

Brief description

URL

VCMP

Web mapping
access to VCMP
data

Data for priority areas captured by citizen science
groups trained in use of small aerial drones

marineandcoasts.vic.gov.au/coastalprograms/victorian-coastal-monitoringprogram

Non-spatial webbased data
repository

Measurement data captured by volunteers

Victorian Coastal
Monitoring
Program
TASMARC
Tasmanian
Shoreline
Monitoring and
Archiving Project

Uses cloud-based data processing and analysis portal
(PropellerAero) which allows users to visualise and
calculate extent of coastal erosion and accretion
Beach profile plots and photo database
Survey instructions and data format descriptions
Very simple and effective means of dissemination of
data. No web mapping access point

Cradle Coast NRM
Beachwatch
Project

Web mapping
access to
TASMARC (above)

Able to link data and maps to organisation and its
program delivery (Beachwatch)

Estuary Watch
Online Database

Web mapping
access to estuary
monitoring data

Data access and graphs developed interactively

(DELWP and
CMAs)

http://acecrc.org.au/services/

cradlecoast.com/nrm/

Uses commercial web mapping (ArcGIS Online)
estuarywatch.com.au

Simple web mapping access (Bing Maps) to community
based estuarine monitoring program used as an
example to provide insight into to give context to
monitoring data. For trained and registered volunteers
to upload data
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ACNYMP (USA)
Atlantic Coast of
New York
Monitoring
Program Data
Viewer

Web mapping
access to beach
monitoring and
background data

Semi-annual beach profile surveys taken at over 348
locations along the shoreline and semi-annual aerial
photographs of the entire coast

http://dune.seagrant.sunysb.edu/nycoast/

Historical data and information from other coastal
projects including historical shorelines, topography,
locations of structures, flood zone delineations, etc.
Very detailed and developed on dated web mapping
technology and display principles

The Fluker Post
Project

Web-based photo
monitoring storage
and access

University-based service that can install a photo
monitoring post and set up a Google Photos web-based
photo album

flukerpost.com/

Cost is more than $1,250 for each installation
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7. Conclusions and recommendations
7.1 Strategic considerations and issues
One of the main purposes of these guidelines is to provide an overall framework for the
planning and implementation of beach monitoring exercises for the sandy beaches of the south
west coastline of Victoria. As such, the following recommendations and guiding principles are
proposed.
• It is critical that consistent terminology and definitions be used when proposing and
implementing a monitoring scheme in the south west of Victoria. While it is recognised that
many systems and schemas exist, it is recommended that the definitions proposed in these
guidelines be adopted as they have been aligned with other significant sources information
on Victorian beaches (i.e. Short 1999).
• The primary purpose of any beach monitoring program in the region should be the
acquisition of the highest quality data. This data will contribute to understanding the coastal
processes at a given location and assist with informed decision making to effectively manage
the natural and built assets along the coast of south west Victoria.
• The capture of data at a beach location should ideally include all the three main components
of the beach system i.e. the backshore, near shore and the offshore (see definitions in section
3).
• It is recognised that the techniques for data acquisition vary greatly in terms of technical
sophistication and complexity, as well as in terms of costs and required operator knowledge.
• It is recommended that the highest level of technical capability including, accuracy, resolution
and coverage, be applied to a beach monitoring program within budget limits and resource
availability. However, a program should not exclude lower levels of data acquisition that may
achieve other project goals, such as social benefits derived from an active and encompassing
community involvement program or increased data using cheaper, easier to implement
technologies.
• In addition, the dynamics of any coastal system may dictate that the best data acquisition
may be achieved by lower level technologies used (such as the < 2 kg UAVs used in the
Victorian Coastal Monitoring Program) at or close to the time of significant events i.e. extreme
tides and storm surges causing times of high sediment erosion/deposition.
• It should be also noted that while high level data acquisition is preferred, especially for
baseline data acquisition, lower level techniques may be applied to gain more frequent data
and provide a more cost-effective approach to data capture. It may not always be possible to
obtain data on each of the three main beach components during every monitoring run. As
such, more frequent data capture in one or two of the three main beach components should
be encouraged where its acquisition can serve other purposes i.e. increased community
involvement.
• Ultimately, the acquisition of any data will benefit a program, but the best result will be
obtained from a process with clearly defined goals and aims, which uses the highest
achievable standards of data acquisition, capture and storage, and is made accessible to the
widest possible audience.
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• We recommend the development of an overall program and centralised data repository, such
as the TASMARC programme managed by the Local Government Association of Tasmania.
See lgat.tas.gov.au/page.aspx?u=654 and http://acecrc.org.au/people/dr-john-hunter/
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Part C: Specific Victorian regions
- beaches of the south western
Victorian coast and monitoring
case studies from the south west
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8. Beaches of the Victorian coast
8.1 Introduction and background
Short (1996) conducted a detailed inventory of beach types on the Victorian coast and recognised
754 discrete beach sectors. A beach sector has defined end points, sometimes clearly demarcated
by rock headlands, stream mouths or engineered structures (Figure 7). By contrast, long barrier
beaches such as Ninety Mile Beach and Discovery Bay have subtler internal boundaries such as
submerged reefs or low intertidal rocks that define a change in nearshore wave movement and
beach morphology.
Of the 754 beaches on the Victorian coast detailed by Short (1996), nine are classed as dissipative,
329 as reflective and 416 as intermediate (refer glossary). All 66 beaches developed behind rock
platforms and reefs are reflective.

Figure 15 Nunns Beach, Portland anchored between the Portland breakwater and seawall at base of Whalers
Bluff

Figure 16 Outflow of Lake Yambuk (Eumeralla River) in the lee of calcarenite reefs and nearshore rocks. This
forms the boundary between Yambuk Beach and Eumeralla Beach.
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8.2 Western Victorian coast
The coastal environment of western Victorian ranges from high, active soft- and hard-rock cliffs
with minimal subaerial beach or beaches perched behind shore platforms, short mainland
beaches and longer barrier beach and lagoon shorelines (Figure 17).
Of the 280 beaches between Point Lonsdale and the South Australian border, the Short (1996)
assessment recorded 100 as reflective (R), 75 as transverse bar and rip (TBR), 60 as low tide
terrace (LTT), 42 as rhythmic bar and beach (RBB) and 4 in other categories. There are 33 beaches
where beach state alternates along the sector length as LTT/TBR and TBR/RBB and 16 which are R
+ LTT.

Figure 17 Coastal environments of western Victoria

The character of 92 beaches is influenced by rock in the nearshore zone, either as reefs
(submerged rocks that influence wave break), as intertidal rock flats and ridges and scattered or
as outcrop on the beach or surf. In this group are 29 beaches that lie behind shore platforms. Only
two beaches (Bridgewater Bay and Discovery Bay) develop dissipative states, but short-term
dissipative conditions may develop on other beach types. A small number of beaches with multiple
(usually only two) bars have different ratings for the inner and outer bar. Beach sediment has been
produced largely by Holocene shoreward movement of sand or locally derived from backshore
slopes (cliffs and dunes). Modern fluvial contribution is minimal as most streams terminate in
deltas in coastal lagoons, hence sand is intercepted before it gets into the coastal system.
The western Victorian coast is subject to high wave energy generated by the regular east-moving
passage of cyclonic high-pressure systems, generating swell wave heights of 1.5 to 2.5 metres at
wave periods of 12-14 seconds. At this wave period, wave motion begins to contact the seafloor at
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depths around 110 metres and waves begin to refract, shoal and steepen as they further approach
the shore. The 100-metre isobath is less than 10 km offshore at Cape Bridgewater and becomes
further seaward to the east to be 50 km offshore at Warrnambool and 65 km at Apollo Bay. In
central Bass Strait – between Lorne and Point Lonsdale – depths do not exceed 80 metres and
waves are refracted around King Island and cross a wide low gradient sea-floor to become parallel
to the coast along this sector (Figure 18).

Figure 18 Bathymetry of western Bass Strait showing the 100-metre isobath

Vigorous wave action is experienced on all beaches in the study area, except for those inside the
estuarine lagoons of the Aire, Gellibrand, Hopkins and Glenelg Rivers. All these estuaries are
periodically closed by a short-term high sand barrier that is overtopped by river flow or wave
action or is mechanically opened. Beaches change in response to long-term, seasonal and storm
events and this is expressed in the rapid to gradual alteration of profile and planform.

8.3 Beach typologies for south west Victoria
8.3.1 Representative beaches
An aim of this document is to provide guidelines for monitoring representative types of beaches
found throughout the south west region of Victoria. Because of ongoing discussions with DELWP
and the consultants, several beaches have been chosen to reflect different settings, beach types
and beach dynamics:
• Bellarine ‘gravelly’ beach – north of St Leonards Harbour
• Dog Beach – Point Lonsdale/Queenscliff
• Point Roadknight
• North Lorne – adjoining Stoney Creek
• ‘Gravelly beach’ – Separation Creek
• Main Beach – Apollo Bay
• Marengo
• Warrnambool
• East Beach – Port Fairy
• Dutton Way – Narrawong
• Nunns Beach – Portland
• Bridgewater Bay.
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The 12 sites described in the following sections of this report are accessible for various types of
foreshore and backshore monitoring. Each is described and illustrated by maps, profiles and
photographs and the opportunities and constraints for monitoring are outlined (Figure 19).

Figure 19 Sites for beach and backshore monitoring, western Victoria
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8.4 Beach details
The beaches are described in a standard format as shown in the template below:
NAME, NUMBER

Geographical name, number according to Short (1996)

LOCATION

Description including access roads

CO-ORDINATES

GDA 94 of beach extent

GEOLOGY

Short description of lithology and rock structure

BACKSHORE

Geomorphic type and description

BEACH TYPE

Classification according to Short (1996)

DESCRIPTION

Description of beach and nearshore materials, forms and coastal
and other processes influencing beach character and dynamics
including engineering and other human-made structures

RECOMMENDED
MONITORING &
OBSERVATIONS

Recommendations for location of monitoring sites (planform,
profiles) and observations of features difficult to map or
otherwise graphically record

TYPOLOGY

What type of beach systems does this example represent and
how applicable are the recommendations above?

IMAGES (SHOWING
MONITORING &
OBSERVATION SITES)

Vertical and other photographic images, digital terrain model
(DTM), maps, profiles
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8.5 Bellarine/St Leonards
NAME, NUMBER

ST LEONARDS: P122, P123

LOCATION

Between St Leonards Jetty and Indented Head

CO-ORDINATES
GEOLOGY

Brighton Group (Red Bluff Sands), quaternary dunes, beach deposits,
alluvium. Brighton Group is horizontal to cross-bedded sands, silt clay with
minor gravel. Some prominent beds of ferruginous sandstone in the lower
parts of the cliff exposure supply gravel, granules and red sand to the
beach.

BACKSHORE

Cliff, bluff, fill, sea-wall

BEACH TYPE

R + sand flats

DESCRIPTION

Three km long coastal sector forming a shallow embayment defined by low
headlands at Indented Head and Red Bluff to the south. There is a narrow
high tide sand beach with some shell and ironstone gravels. Minimal shore
platform development and is sand covered most of the time. Low tide
exposes 100 to 200-metre-wide zone of sand flats with multiple low
amplitude bars and runnels. The bar zone narrows and become fewer to
the south with a single bar converging on the shore 200 metres north of St
Leonards pier. The configuration of the bars changes regularly in response
to easterly storm waves. The beach is backed by active cliffs 3 to 4 metres
high at Indented Head and declines to bluffs that turn inland around St
Leonards Lagoon. The central section of the embayment is a low 1.5 km
long sand barrier that separates the lagoon from Port Phillip Bay. The
southern end of the barrier is at Second Avenue where bluffs and active
cliffs reoccur to the St Leonards Jetty and breakwater. A dynamic cuspate
foreland is maintained in the lee of St Leonards breakwater.

RECOMMENDED

1. Profiles and processes of the active cliffs.

MONITORING

2. Long profiles from back of beach across sand flats at low tide.

& OBSERVATIONS

3. Planform and profile of cuspate foreland.
4. Water depth between distal end of foreland and breakwater.
5. Planform of ridges and runnels from aerial images (NearMap and UAV).
6. Observations of storm wave impact on cliffs and overwash of barrier.

TYPOLOGY

Port Phillip Bay and other low wave energy sites not subject to ocean swell.
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IMAGE &
LOCATION OF
MONITORING
PROFILES AND
SITES
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Figure 20 Coastal profiles, St. Leonards
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8.6 Dog Beach, Point Lonsdale
NAME, NUMBER

Lonsdale Bight – Shortland Bluff to Point Lonsdale: P130, P131, P132

LOCATION

All the shoreline between Shortland Bluff and Point Lonsdale pier, with a
focus on Dog Beach from the distal end of the boulder wall and extending
300 metres east.

CO-ORDINATES
GEOLOGY

Quaternary dunes overlying Bridgewater Group calcarenite. Calcarenite is
not exposed in the dunes but crops out as reefs and shore platforms towards
Point Lonsdale.

BACKSHORE

Coastal protection structures began at Point Lonsdale following a storm in
1934 that undercut the foredunes and stripped the beach exposing a
calcarenite platform. The structures are a mix of timber, masonry and
boulder seawalls and a paved esplanade extending 2.5 km from Point
Lonsdale to Dog Beach. The backing dunes are landscaped and filled for
camping and recreation facilities south of Lawrence Rd. High, established
foredunes with coastal scrub extend east of Bowen Rd extending to Hesse
Rd, Point Lonsdale. Terminal scour at distal end of boulder wall has
developed a substantial bight with ca set-back of 30 metres for 220 metres
to the east. A sloping, active wall of sand up to seven metres high has
developed and attempts made to stabilise this by planting (photos).
2005

2007

BEACH TYPE

LTT, single bar

DESCRIPTION

The seawall and boulder wall are awash at high tide but there is a low-tide
beach in the lee of three long stone groynes at Point Lonsdale. East of the
boulder wall is a low wide beach with a single attached bar, steeper and
commonly with a scarp near the boulder wall. East to Shortland Bluff there is
less dune recession with a steep vegetated backshore slope occasionally
trimmed back at the base. The seafloor has patches of sand overlying
calcarenite base.

MONITORING

1. Profiles of active sand face and photographs and mapping to show
vegetation recovery or loss.

& OBSERVATIONS

2. Long profiles from back of beach across sand flats at low tide.
3. Map height and position of erosion scarp at dune base after storms.
TYPOLOGY

Port Phillip coast with extensive history of shore protection.
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IMAGES
(SHOWING
MONITORING &
OBSERVATION
SITES)
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Figure 21 Coastal profiles, Dog Beach, Point Lonsdale
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8.7 Anglesea Bay – Point Roadknight
NAME, NUMBER

ANGLESEA BAY – POINT ROADKNIGHT: 310, 311, 312

LOCATION

The bay shoreline between the mouth of the Anglesea River and the
eastern end of Point Roadknight at Melba Parade.

CO-ORDINATES
GEOLOGY

Gently dipping beds of Anglesea Formation – red to purple carbonaceous
and pyritic siltstones and silty clay, fine sandstones, basaltic slump
deposits – crop out in the 30 to 50 m high cliffs in the backshore between
the mouth of the Anglesea River and the boat ramp at Point Roadknight.
Overlying this formation at Point Roadknight are beds of Bridgewater
Formation including cross-bedded aeolian calcarenite, massive calcrete,
calcrete breccia, large back-filled rhizoconcretions and fossil soils.

BACKSHORE

Active marine cliffs awash at high tide. Vertical and in places overhanging
buttresses and large, disintegrating fallen blocks. Major slope failure in
1972 in front of Melba Parade. Complex slope profiles on calcarenite.

BEACH TYPE

LTT/TBR – single usually attached bar

DESCRIPTION

There are three beaches separated by slumped outcrops between
Anglesea River and Point Roadknight. Beaches are shaped by waves
refracting 900 around Point Roadknight and by reefs offshore from
Anglesea River. The wave convergence has produced the cuspate foreland
at the mouth of the Anglesea River (it is not a delta). Beaches have gentle
slope with a wide low-tide terrace sand flat. There is a wide sloping to lowtide shore platform in aeolian calcarenite on the southern side of Point
Roadknight and a degraded platform of the same rock inside the bay.
Platforms are absent, narrow or sand-covered in front of the Anglesea
Formation beds.

MONITORING

1. Long profiles from back of beach across sand flats at low tide.

&
OBSERVATIONS

2. Detailed photo record of cliff profiles – overhangs, detaching blocks,
fracture occurrence and width, dimensions of slumped blocks, rate of
progressive disintegration of slumped blocks. This should be recorded
continuously between the Anglesea Surf Life Saving Club building and the
distal end of Point Roadknight.
3. Closure condition, bar width, position of outflow, cause(s) of opening at
Anglesea River mouth.
4. Overwash events and washover sediment across Point Roadknight.
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TYPOLOGY

Soft-rock, active cliffs between Torquay and Aireys Inlet.

IMAGE &
LOCATION OF
RECOMMENDED
MONITORING
PROFILES AND
SITES
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Figure 22 Coastal profiles, Point Roadknight
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8.8 Aireys Inlet (Painkalac Creek): Beach 328
NAME, NUMBER

AIREYS INLET (PAINKALAC CREEK): BEACH 328

LOCATION

Barrier-spit beach at the entrance to Aireys Inlet (mouth of Painkalac
Creek) adjacent to the western side of Split Point.

CO-ORDINATES
GEOLOGY

Eastern side of inlet is stratified marine calcarenite (Point Addis
Limestone) overlying Eocene basalt exposed in the shore platform and
base of cliffs to east. Western side is the distal end of a barrier spit
extending 900 metres from the bluffs at Fairhaven. The barrier may have a
remnant core of aeolian calcarenite (as at Point Roadknight) that fixes the
position of the western side of the mouth.

BACKSHORE

On the eastern side are cliffs of Point Addis Limestone with a talus of
calcrete rubble and sand. The western side is a cliff and slope in
unconsolidated sand (possibly with cemented aeolian calcarenite
beneath).

BEACH TYPE

Inner: TBR/RBB Outer: RBB/LBT

DESCRIPTION

The mouth of the creek is approximately 100 metres wide from east to west
and usually closed, particularly over summer with low river flows. Data from
Estuary Watch (based on monthly observations) show that between March
2007 and December 2013, the estuary was closed for 83% of the time and
artificially opened 12 times compared with only two occasions of natural
opening. When artificially opened, the mouth migrates to the east against
the limestone cliffs as it closes over. At low water level in the estuary the
sand bar can be over 100 metres wide between low tide on the ocean side
to the wetted edge on the inside of the bar.

MONITORING

1. Width and profile of estuary mouth.

&
OBSERVATIONS

2. Width and profile from low tide (ocean side) to wetted perimeter inside
estuary.
3. State of back of beach/foredune (cliffed, slope) west of entrance.

TYPOLOGY

Intermittently open-closed estuary and lagoon.
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IMAGE &
LOCATION OF
RECOMMENDED
MONITORING
PROFILES AND
SITES
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Figure 23 Coastal profiles, Painkalac Creek
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8.9 North Lorne
NAME, NUMBER

NORTH LORNE: 335, LORNE 336

LOCATION

From Lorne SLSC extending 2.6 km to mouth of Stony Creek.

CO-ORDINATES
GEOLOGY

Beds of the Late Cretaceous Eumeralla Formation – the only outcropping
unit of the Otway Group – are exposed as shore platforms, reefs and low
cliffs. The beds are a sequence of medium- to coarse-grained fluvial
channel sandstones interbedded with approximately equal volumes of
mudstone, fine sandstone and shale, including palaeosoils and coal
seams. The mineral sediments are predominantly volcaniclastics
(fragments of dacitic lava) that were deposited in levees and floodplains.
Uplift of the Otway Ranges was accompanied by deformation imposing
widespread folding and fracturing. Dips are usually moderate but
occasionally are >350. The beds strike parallel to the shore and dip
seaward. Jointing is widespread and often intricate and close-spaced.
Spherical to elongate concretions occur irregularly throughout the
Eumeralla Formation and tafoni (“honeycomb” weathering) is common.

BACKSHORE

Between Lorne Surf Life Saving Club (SLSC) and Erskine River mouth the
backshore is highly modified by short sections of seawall, raised
pathway, fill, landscaping, exotic plantings and fenced foredune, small
wooden groynes (mostly sand-covered) and a boulder groyne 60 metres
long. Erskine River (often closed) is deflected to the north by a short
barrier spit. North to Stony Creek is a foredune variably modified by
levelling, fill and planting and with an occasional erosion scarp. The
foredune overlies a gently sloping rocky ramp that is continuous with the
shore platform.

BEACH TYPE

Beach 336 IS LTT, Beach 335 is TBR/LTT + rocks + reef

DESCRIPTION

From the SLSC to Erskine River, Beach 336 is a low-angle beach with an
attached bar. The beach is wider on the southern side of the groyne.
North of the Erskine River the coast is fringed by a discontinuous shore
platform up to 50 metres wide, covered at high tide and fully emerged at
low tide. The seaward edge of the platform is usually a sell-defined, low
rock rampart. The beach is continuous with an irregular planform and
mostly overlies a shore platform – either near-horizontal or as a sloping
ramp – where it is generally 20-30 metres wide, and up to 40 metres in
short sectors opposite stream mouths where there is no platform. Ripdominated surf occurs across and seaward of the platform. The beach
may have a buried or surface layer of broken shell.

MONITORING

1. Width (back of beach to toe of beach (seaward edge of sand).

&
OBSERVATIONS

2. Planform of selected beach (with defined toe).

TYPOLOGY

Otway coast shore platform beaches.

2. Sand thickness and stratigraphy at selected points.
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IMAGE &
LOCATION OF
RECOMMENDED
MONITORING
PROFILES AND
SITES

Detail showing toe and top of shore platform beach at Lorne North.
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Figure 24 Coastal profiles, Lorne North
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8.10 Separation Creek
NAME, NUMBER

SEPARATION CREEK: 349; 350 SEPARATION CREEK SOUTH: 350

LOCATION

North and south of mouth of Separation Creek.

CO-ORDINATES
GEOLOGY

Beds of the Lower Cretaceous Eumeralla Formation are exposed as shore
platforms and reefs and in steep slopes and a basal cliff on the northern side.
The beds are a similar in lithology and structure as described at North Lorne
(Beach 335) and strike parallel to the coast.

BACKSHORE

Separation Creek valley is flanked by two steeply sloping broad bedrock
spurs that form prominent headlands. The northern headland is crossed by
the bench cut for the Great Ocean Road. Below the road are 10 metre high
slopes with a basal cliff that becomes lower around the bay holding Beach
349. A planed-off surface extends along strike seaward of the northern
headland as a shore platform over 60 metres wide defining the northern limit
of this bay. At the eastern end of the bay the slope foot talus (including debris
from the road cut) is being reworked as a cobble and gravel beach. The
channel of Separation Creek is incised into a terrace 4 to 6 metres above sea
level truncated as sand-covered bluffs on the northern side of the creek. This
surface is probably an emerged Interglacial shore platform with a veneer of
sand and alluvium. The southern margin of this bay is formed by a shore
platform rather than a projecting headland. Sixty metres south of Separation
Creek mouth the terrace surface gives way to the steep slope on the northern
side of the Wye River valley that forms the backshore of Beach 350. This is a
steep vegetated slope with minimal basal cliffing. A broad veneer of gravel
and some boulders extends along the backshore and across the intertidal
zone both north and south of the creek mouth. These are interpreted as relict
mid-Holocene or Last Interglacial high-energy deposits as they extend
backshore under a sand cover. The appearance and ‘disappearance’ of
these gravels is apparently a function of episodic covering by sand rather
than the gravels accumulating and eroding.

BEACH TYPE

Beach 349 is TBR. Beach 350 is R + rocks + reef.

DESCRIPTION

Beach 349 is an embayment beach with a maximum low-tide width of
approximately 80 metres. The sand beach narrows to north and south and
merges with gravels in the mid- to backshore. The beach continues for 60
metres south of Separation Creek mouth and terminates against a shore
platform. Beach 350 is a shore platform beach with maximum width of 50
metres at low tide. At times the sand thickness and extent is minimal.

MONITORING

1. Width and planform (back of beach to toe of beach on platform).

& OBSERVATIONS

2. Sand thickness and stratigraphy above platform at selected points.
3. Regime and processes of exposure/occurrence of gravels near Separation
Creek mouth.

TYPOLOGY

Otway coast shore platform beaches.
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IMAGE &
LOCATION OF
RECOMMENDED
MONITORING
PROFILES AND
SITES

13 Nov 2014 (courtesy Doug McConnell).
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Figure 25 Coastal profiles, Separation Creek
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8.11 Apollo Bay Main Beach
NAME, NUMBER

APOLLO BAY: BEACH 378

LOCATION

Apollo Bay from the western breakwater (Trafalgar Street extending 3.3
km north to rocks at the east-deflected mouth of Wild Dog Creek.

CO-ORDINATES
GEOLOGY

Eumeralla Group sedimentary rocks form the substrate but are not
exposed along the coast. The surficial geology comprises unconsolidated
beach and coastal dune sand overlying colluvial fan deposits from the
Otway Ranges.

BACKSHORE

Incipient and established foredunes 4 to 6 metres high occur in a zone up
to 60 metres wide in the bay developed in the lee of the western
breakwater. Behind the dunes an area up to 100 metres wide is
extensively modified by landscaping with varied recreation facilities. The
dune fringe narrows beyond Milford Creek north of the town centre as the
coast trends north-east to Wild Dog Creek. The backshore dunes are
often cliffed and the Great Ocean Road in places is less than 10 metres
from high water. Depending on recent wave conditions, the road is either
occasionally overwashed by storms that erode the backshore, or partly
covered by wind-blown sand.

BEACH TYPE

LTT/TBR single bar.

DESCRIPTION

The present configuration of the beach is a result of building the Apollo
Bay harbour, completed in 1955, and emplacement of groynes at Point
Bunbury south of the harbour and at Wild Dog Creek. Following
construction, sand was trapped in the harbour and Point Bunbury groyne
leading to erosion of the narrow foredune zone. Sand pumped from the
bypass dredge and carted from Point Bunbury was placed beyond the
breakwater into Apollo Bay resulting in shoreline progradation up to 150
metres in front of the town. Dredging continues to maintain the beach
and dunes in the south. The shoreline has also prograded along a 350 m
long sector between the Wild Dog Creek groyne (now covered) and
Mariners Lookout Rd, but south of here the dune zone is very narrow and
erosion scarps develop close to the Great Ocean Road during storms.
Larger and longer duration storms also develop cuts in the dunes in front
of the town,

MONITORING

1. Width and planform (back of beach to toe of beach).

&
OBSERVATIONS

2. Correlation of foredune and back-beach scarping events.

TYPOLOGY

Unique situation due to impact of harbour and groynes.

3. Maintain liaison with Harbour Authority to determine sand bypass
actions and volumes.
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IMAGE &
LOCATION OF
RECOMMENDED
MONITORING
PROFILES AND
SITES
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Figure 26 Coastal profiles, Apollo Bay
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8.12 Marengo
NAME, NUMBER

MOUNTS BAY BEACH (MARENGO): BEACH 382

LOCATION

South west from mouth of Barham River for 2 km to Marengo headland.

CO-ORDINATES
GEOLOGY

Eumeralla Group sedimentary rocks form the substrate. They crop out at
the mouth of the Barham River on the southern edge of Point Bunbury
but are not exposed along the coast until the headland at Marengo. The
surficial geology comprises unconsolidated barrier beach and dune sand
overlying alluvial terraces and floodplain of the Barham River.

BACKSHORE

The immediate backshore is a coastal dune barrier modified by levelling,
fill and paving of the Great Ocean Road and a footpath on the coastal
side. Behind the barrier are lagoons and the short wide floodplain of the
Barham River floodplain flanked by well-defined terraced margins.
Drilling into the Barham River sediments has shown over 60 metres of
alluvial fill. This indicates the depth of river incision during low sea level
episodes in the Pleistocene. The alluvial surface is now drained and
cleared but near Mount Bay, there are lagoons which are abandoned
tidal channel meanders. These developed during earlier Holocene times,
before the Barham entrance was enclosed by the sand barrier spit that
extends north from Marengo. The barrier also encloses a now dry lagoon,
the inner edge of this being the degraded low bluff near the Apollo Bay
landing ground.

BEACH TYPE

LTT/TBR single bar.

DESCRIPTION

There are three distinct units in this beach with different shoreline and
nearshore processes: (A) a northern section comprising a foredune sand
lobe 75 metres wide and 175 metres long and the barrier spit 600 metres
long that deflects the Barham River mouth to the northeast. The
vegetated dunes are separated by an overwash and flood overflow zone
in front of the Barham River bridge. Vegetation on the sector north of this
is fragmented. (B) A central section one kilometre long of very narrow
beach with minimal or no foredune commonly backed by a scarp and
awash at storm high tide. Rock placed along here to protect a toilet block
(now relocated) caused erosion scour. This unit shows consistent and
ongoing recession. (C) The southern section, 250 metres long, is a
cuspate foreland with an incipient foredune and narrow established
foredune zone in the lee of a platform and reef. There is a narrow
attached bar in the lee of the reef.

MONITORING

1. Width and planform across foredunes to seaward as safely accessible.

&
OBSERVATIONS

2. Correlation of foredune and back-beach scarping events.

TYPOLOGY

Barrier beaches with narrow backshore zone backed by lagoon.

3. Closure condition, bar width, position of outflow, cause(s) of opening at
Barham River mouth.
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Figure 27 Coastal profiles, Marengo
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8.13 Warrnambool
NAME, NUMBER

WARRNAMBOOL (LADY BAY): BEACH 500

LOCATION

Lady Bay between Point Ritchie and the Warrnambool breakwater.

CO-ORDINATES
GEOLOGY

Bridgewater Group aeolian calcarenite. Foredunes (incipient and established),
remnant barrier and transgressive dunes.

BACKSHORE

A highly modified environment with a long history of foreshore, backshore and
harbour works. Active cliff of calcarenite at Pt. Ritchie becomes degraded bluff
to west partly covered by dunes. Former reefs and islands of calcarenite are
now attached by sand accumulation in the lee of the breakwater, fill and
causeway. Other modifications include realignment of the Merri River by a
canal, mechanical reshaping of sand ridges, construction of retaining walls,
footpaths and access walkways across the dunes to the beach, realignment of
roads and provision of car parks. Sand-binding and salt tolerant vegetation
has been planted and is well established along the dunes.

BEACH TYPE

LTT/TBR single bar

DESCRIPTION

Lady Bay is an asymmetrical embayment anchored against remnant
calcarenite reefs and islands and the causeway and breakwater at the southwestern end and calcarenite cliffs of Pt Ritchie in the east. The natural form
and position of the Lady Bay shoreline prior to engineering works was
determined by the reefs, stacks and shore outcrops of calcarenite adjacent to
the mouth of the Merri River. A gently curving barrier beach enclosed Lake
Pertobe, a saline lagoon. The spit extended northeast from shoals and bars
that encumbered the Merri River mouth and linked with a spit of similar form
extending west from the cliffs at Point Ritchie. A breakwater and linking viaduct
designed in 1879 was only partially constructed and contributed to further
shallowing of Lady Bay and accretion of the shoreline in front of Lake Pertobe.
This accretion was most pronounced along the south-western shore of Lady
Bay. Part of the shoreline east of the Surf Club building has been slightly cut
back at times by storm waves. During and since the 1970's there has been
intervention to stabilise the barrier and dunes, to protect built structures and to
prevent sand accumulating on adjacent roads and paths. These are
impermeable structures (the causeway was closed by sheet piling in 1930) and
have been largely responsible for rapid and substantial shoreline accretion the shoreline had advanced seaward by more than 300 metres since the 1850's
and vegetation has colonised the foredunes. The sand is fine-grained and
produces a wide low angle intertidal flat with broad, flat berms of finer sand.
When coarser sand or shell fragments or piles of seaweed accumulate in the
swash zone, stronger storm waves push these into the backshore, stranding
them and producing a linear ridge approximately parallel to the shore. This
coastline is now a natural dune environment given the presence of the two
factors critical in establishing dunes - abundant sand and onshore winds. The
occurrence of Ammophila arenaria, a vigorous sand-binder, provides a further
impetus for vertical dune growth.
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MONITORING

1. Width and planform across foredunes to seaward as safely accessible.

&
OBSERVATIONS

2. Vegetation transects across foredunes.

TYPOLOGY

Harbour modified by engineering works.

3. Development sequence of incipient foredunes.

IMAGE &
LOCATION OF
RECOMMENDED
MONITORING
PROFILES AND
SITES

2011
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Figure 28 Coastal profiles, Lady Bay, Warrnambool
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8.14 East Beach Port Fairy
NAME, NUMBER

PORT FAIRY EAST BEACH: BEACH 511

LOCATION

From northern entrance wall (North Mole) of Moyne River extending 5.8
km to Reef Point.

CO-ORDINATES
GEOLOGY

Basalt lava (from Tower Hill?) crops out at Reef Point at the eastern end
of the beach. No hard rock occurs at or above sea level at any point
along the shoreline. Basalt capped by calcarenite occurs at two metres
to >10 metres below sea level.

BACKSHORE

Unconsolidated dune sand. Extensively modified by a mix of engineered
structures dating back to mid-1800’s including landfill (night soil and
other refuse dumps), rock revetments, fill, timber and masonry walls,
dredge sand spoil, access pathways and stairs, boat ramps and past
episodes of sand mining. Many of these structures are poorly maintained
and unstable. Major terminal scour at eastern end of rock revetment 150
metres east of Connolly Street. An incipient, terraced or in places weakly
ridged foredune rising 1.5 metres above high water mark was present in
2005 along the central and eastern parts of the beach has now been
eroded. A steep, high scarped dune is now continuous between the end
of the boulder wall and Mills Reef. This is awash at most high tides and
there is minimal incipient foredune development.

BEACH TYPE

LTT/TBR inner and outer bar

DESCRIPTION

Port Fairy Bay has a gently curving beach shoreline of almost six
kilometres extending from the North Mole at the mouth of the Moyne
River to the basalt rocks at Reef Point. The beach is composed of fine to
medium grained white and grey sand with concentrations of whole and
broken shell. The beach profile is irregular with steep sectors at the back
of the beach and a flatter low tide profile. Flat beach profiles are typical
in fine-grained sand and on beaches that are losing sand offshore. There
are no rocky sectors along the main beach although there are some
basalt reefs close inshore in the south west and north east. Waves of one
metre are common and more than two metres during storms. The surf
zone is over 100 metres wide reaching over 250 metres during storms.
There is an attached and an outer bar with frequent rips. At high tide the
base of the foredune is usually awash along the entire length of the
present study area, and at the back of the beach is a continuous sand
scarp of variable height.

MONITORING

1. Profiles from back of dunes to low tide.

&
OBSERVATIONS

2. Detailed observations of storm response.

TYPOLOGY

Narrow barrier beach.

3. Detailed profiles, planform, extent and vegetation of incipient
foredune.
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Figure 29 Coastal profiles, East Beach, Port Fairy
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8.15 Narrawong, Dutton Way
NAME, NUMBER

SURF (NARRAWONG – DUTTON WAY): BEACH 537

LOCATION

Western side of Surry River to western end of Dutton Way

CO-ORDINATES
GEOLOGY

No coastal outcrop of hard rock. The coast is underlain by Bridgewater
Formation (calcarenite) and basalts of the Newer Volcanics. Beneath the
volcanics are Miocene marine limestones (Port Campbell Limestone).

BACKSHORE

Prior to construction of Dutton Way (roadway) and the seawall, the
backshore was a series of multiple parallel foredune ridges and swales
with shallow lagoons. These have been replaced by houses, fill and
roadway along the length of the Dutton Way ‘dynamic’ seawall. This
structure now forms the backshore for eight kilometres from the western
end of Dutton Way to the present terminus of the wall 220 metres east of
Beach Rd. The wall is dominantly basalt with some limestone (calcarenite)
blocks. A 30 metre boulder groyne at Bayview St and a 50 metre at Ocean
St project perpendicular to the coast and two 40 metre groynes protect
the small sandy cove and a boat ramp at Rosslyn Street. At the distal end
of the boulder wall there is a marked terminal scour set-back of 150
metres eroded into low (<1.0 m) parallel ridges that has resulted in a
backshore sand scarp to one metre high. A 600 metre boulder wall
extends east from Snapper Point Rd in front of the abalone farm. The
Princes Highway follows a 10 metre high calcareous dune ridge 700
metres inland with parallel ridges and swale lagoons decreasing in height
to the shore. Between the end of this wall and the Surry River the
backshore dune ridges are relatively intact and there are sectors with
incipient and established foredunes.

BEACH TYPE

Inner bar LTT/TBR Outer bar LBT

DESCRIPTION

Apart from a small pocket beach at the Rossyln St caravan park, the
boulder walls have replaced the beach at high tide for much of eight km of
the 11 km length of this coastal sector. At low tide there are long stretches
of exposed fine- to medium-grained sand and rock fragments. At the
backshore there is a variable-size detritus of rock from the boulder wall.

MONITORING

1. Repeated low-tide surveys at the surveyed profile sites in the 2010
AECOM report.

&
OBSERVATIONS

2. Inspection following storms.
3. Closure condition, bar width, position of outflow, cause(s) of opening at
Surry River mouth.
4. Record occurrence, thickness, persistence of sea-grass and other
wrack.

TYPOLOGY

Boulder wall beach and terminal scour.
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Figure 30 Coastal profiles, Dutton Way
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8.16 Portland, Nunns Beach
NAME, NUMBER

NUNNS BEACH: BEACH 540

LOCATION

Immediately north of the Portland Harbour northern breakwater south of
Whalers Bluff

CO-ORDINATES
GEOLOGY

Portland (Port Campbell) Limestone at the base to mid-section overlain
by Newer Volcanic basalt.

BACKSHORE

Backshore is a bluff with a basal cliff exposing Portland (Port Campbell).
Limestone overlain by Newer Volcanic basalt. Parts of the cliff are
covered by sand and slope talus. Good exposures of the geology on the
cliff (Whalers Bluff) to the north although a groyne at the northern end of
Nunns Beach and a boulder wall beyond this at the base of the cliff is
converting it to be an inactive bluff (and therefore appropriate for the
name). The beach is now renourished and maintained by sand from the
artificial Pivot Beach located south of the main eastern Portland
Harbour breakwater.

BEACH TYPE

LTT single bar.

DESCRIPTION

Beach of fine sand trucked from Pivot Beach. Wide low-angle beach at
low tide.

MONITORING

1. Profile, width of beach at low tide.

& OBSERVATIONS
TYPOLOGY

Renourished beach.

IMAGE &
LOCATION OF
RECOMMENDED
MONITORING
PROFILES AND
SITES
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Figure 31 Coastal profiles, Nunns Beach, Portland
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8.17 Bridgewater Bay
NAME, NUMBER

BRIDGWATER BAY: BEACHES 548 - 554

LOCATION

Embayment 12 km wide including Descartes Bay and Bridgewater Bay
comprising seven beach segments separated by cliffs and platforms of
aeolian calcarenite.

CO-ORDINATES
GEOLOGY

Newer Volcanic basalt and pyroclastic, Bridgewater Group aeolian
calcarenite complex, dunes.

BACKSHORE

The Cape Bridgewater and Cape Nelson cliffs are basalt and scoria
overlain by a thick complex of Bridgewater Formation calcarenite. The
volcanics crop out on the backshore at the southern end of beaches 1 and
7 (aerial photograph below) but elsewhere are backed by bluffs and cliffs
of calcarenite overlain by elongate ridges of active and fixed transgressive
dunes. The main active cliff is at beach sector 4. All other beaches are
backed by a variable width zone of foredunes that lie in front of a bluff
remnant from a higher sea level cliff.

BEACH TYPE

Inner bar: LLTT/TBR Outer bar: RBB/LTB

DESCRIPTION

Wide low-angle beach of fine sand, becoming coarser to the east with
areas of coarse shell.

MONITORING

1. Profiles from back of dunes to low tide.

&
OBSERVATIONS

2. Detailed observations of storm response.

TYPOLOGY

High energy wide embayment beach.

3. Detailed profiles, planform, extent and vegetation of incipient foredune.

IMAGE &
LOCATION OF
RECOMMENDED
MONITORING
PROFILES AND
SITES
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Figure 32 Coastal profiles, Bridgewater Bay
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9. Case studies of monitoring projects in south
west Victoria
9.1 Introduction
Several beach monitoring programs have been implemented over the past few years in
response to a range of needs and considerations by land managers. The following sections
provide a synopsis of beach monitoring programs currently being undertaken, with more
detailed information on each program found in Appendix B.
9.1.1 City of Greater Geelong renourishment monitoring
The current monitoring program which commenced in 2014 includes two sites within the City of
Greater Geelong foreshore management area. The Clifton Springs program, commenced in
August 2014, monitors the sand replacement and renourishment works carried out by the
former Department of Environment and Primary Industries (DEPI) as well as assessing the
effectiveness of the new groyne at this location. The Portarlington (Ramblers Road) program,
commenced in September 2014, assesses beach levels and the effectiveness of beach
revetment works utilising sand fencing.
Both programs, conducted by consultants for the City of Greater Geelong, utilise 3D modelling
of the entire study area using photogrammetry. High quality imagery is acquired from an
unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) with model control provided by a series of ground control points
(GCPs) specifically surveyed on the day of monitoring using an RTK GPS unit also provided by
the UAV operator. Outputs from the monitoring programs include high resolution (3cm pixel)
orthophotos, Google Earth KMZ files, 3D geotiff elevation files and 3D PDF files.
The process provides exceptional imagery and a good quality ‘fit for purpose’ 3D model of the
entire beach study area. This eliminates the need for beach markers and third party surveyors.
Specific locations for transects are not needed as any number of sections are capable of being
generated. It is also noted that some foreshore and limited nearshore modelling is possible
when wave conditions are subdued.
9.1.2 Bellarine Bayside Foreshore Committee of Management - project with Federation
University at St Leonards
An initial program in November 2013 of beach profile monitoring at ten sites was conducted by
Bellarine Bayside Committee of Management using licensed surveyors. This was commenced in
response to active erosion on low cliffs at St Leonards and attempts to nourish the beach
immediately in front of these cliffs through a sand replacement management strategy. Cliff
recession rates are also monitored on a quarterly basis using the coastal fence lines as a
reference datum.
Further assessment of beach profiles was conducted in 2014 as a research program in
association with Federation University in Ballarat. This work has since extended monitoring into
the nearshore area using total station surveying techniques. To date the program has been
limited by a lack of resources and capability within the organisation but opportunities for
community involvement have been added to the work by Federation University and the efforts
of committed staff members.
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9.1.3 Barwon Coast Committee of Management beach profiling
Monitoring is conducted at numerous sites centred on Point Flinders (at the mouth of the
Barwon River) by staff from the Barwon Coast Committee of Management. The monitoring
program has evolved over a long period of time and dates to before 2003.
The main purpose of monitoring has been to record works and reflect on progress of change as
well as an aid to responding to locale enquiries and to support planning and specific filed
investigations. Initial monitoring focused solely on height of beach at installed markers but has
since been modified to include beach profiling on the foreshore area down to low water mark.
Extensive use of photographs has always been a feature of the program and this has allowed
historical comparisons of erosion and cliff recession.
Currently beach profiles are measured using a laser level and taped distances at beach marker
posts along with random photo selection. Overall the monitoring program has been evolving in
response to changing needs of stakeholders and investors and has taken on recommendations
from the regional Local Coastal Hazard Assessment.
9.1.4 Port Fairy - David Bills-Thompson’s work with the Port Fairy Coastal Group Inc. along East
Beach
Monitoring is carried out at 12 sites on East Beach in Port Fairy by volunteers of the Port Fairy
Coastal Group. Beach profile monitoring including the backshore and foreshore commenced in
August 2012 and continues to the present. Monitoring was commenced in response to concern
within the community regarding erosion within the dunes.
Beach profile monitoring is conducted at the sites of 12 beach markers using taped distances
and standard surveying techniques with a laser level. Monitoring is conducted monthly with
photos taken at all sites to support measurements. In addition, observations of movements in
dune crests are also made at two of the sites with plans to incorporate more of this type of
monitoring when more advanced laser distance measuring equipment becomes available.
The program has resulted in preventative management actions in areas of increasing erosion
and is considered highly successful by both Moyne Shire and DELWP.
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Appendix A: Case studies – sandy coast
monitoring
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Appendix B: Possible specification for
photogrammetric beach monitoring
REFERENCE: Intergovernmental Committee on Surveying and Mapping, (2008). ICSM Guidelines
for Digital Elevation Data Version 1.0. ICSM
B1

INTRODUCTION

This document will provide guidelines and standards for requesting the capture of digital data
products to support beach monitoring activities to be supplied by contractors specifically using
photogrammetric processes. Photogrammetry refers to the generation of digital surface
models (DSM) and aerial imagery based on the processing of stereo photography. Typically,
photogrammetry is used over relatively small areas and resulting in high resolution outputs
that also have high horizontal and vertical positional accuracies. Imagery may be captured
using a variety of methods and platforms including unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV).
Through use of this document, the user will be better able to develop their own request for
proposal (RFP).
The document will detail the following elements:
• general guidelines
• quality assurance (QA) documentation
• elevation and imagery data deliverables
• metadata.
This document is based on the ICSM Guidelines for Digital Elevation Data Version 1.0.
B2

DATA TYPES

A typical photogrammetric data project will generate following general data types which will be
referred to in this document:
• system data
• primary data
• derived data.
System data
System specific datasets are usually produced at the time of acquisition or during the
preliminary processing stage prior to production of elevation data. For photogrammetry this
may include negatives, image files, inertial navigation data, GPS data, ground control, aerotriangulation data, etc.
These datasets are not normally delivered as part of a contract for the supply of elevation data
and they usually remain with the supplier. However, in some circumstances it may be
appropriate to include some of these preliminary, system specific, datasets as part of
deliverable to the purchaser.
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Primary data
For photogrammetry this would typically include elevation data that has been corrected using
GPS data and calibrated against test points on the ground. This data is usually supplied in LAS
or ASCII format as point clouds and for large areas is typically supplied in tiles. The
photogrammetry may be used to either develop ground-only mass points (known as a digital
terrain model or DTM based on the filtering out of buildings, trees etc.), or a digital elevation
model (DEM) where data is interpolated between points to form a regular grid. In some
instances, the DEM may be further edited to include additional point or breaklines which are
placed manually to better define the surface. Alternatively, if no filtering or editing is
undertaken, a digital surface model (DSM) would result where the elevations that are recorded
are of both ground and non-ground features.
In addition, aerial photos that are used to develop the elevation data can be processed as
orthophotos and may be supplied in several image formats.
Primary data is generally mandatory and must form part of the deliverable to the purchaser.
Derived data
These are interpolated from the primary datasets and can include triangular irregular networks
(TINs), contours and other data derived from a DEM, e.g. hill shading, slope and aspect grids,
profile lines.
These datasets are optional and may be requested by the purchaser.
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B3

GENERAL GUIDELINES

General guidelines

Description

Category of survey

Category 0
(UAV Capture)

Better than 10cm vertical accuracy



Category 1

10-15cm vertical accuracy for 1m DEM production



Category 2

Typically for 2m DEM production



Category 3

Lower than +/- 50 cm vertical accuracy typically for 5m



DEM production
Coverage

Provide a full description to define the extent of the survey which can be based
on area (ha) and or length (m) / width (m)
Reference to specific features such as high water mark etc.
Indicate any land use issues in area that may impact on aerial data capture
Include map showing area of interest attached

Horizontal datum

GDA94

Vertical datum

All elevation data must be supplied as heights above/below Australian Height
Datum (AHD)
Ellipsoid heights must be reduced to AHD heights using AUSGeoid09 model

Map projection

Map Grid of Australia (MGA) Zones 54 or 55 (for Victoria)

Survey control

Elevation data must be tested and corrected for systematic errors to ensure
accuracy specifications are met. Documentation should describe how this has
been achieved.

Data tiling

All primary data sets should be supplied in predefined tiles based on the MGA
coordinate system

Ortho-rectified
imagery

Is ortho-rectified aerial imagery required? ……………………………………..…………………. Yes / No
Ground resolution i.e. pixel footprint (please specify) ..………………………....................................
Spatial accuracy (please specify) …………………………….…………………………………….……….....................

Special
considerations

Purchaser to provide details of any special consideration applicable to the
project. For example:
All coastal data should be acquired at low tide (+/-2hrs) on any day ………….………….
Capture of breaklines from ortho-rectified imagery ………………………..……………. Yes / No
Provide details (e g water bodies, drainage features, roads, etc.)
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..…………………..
Are there any operating limitations that need to be specified by the contractor?
Yes / No
Provide details …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..…………..
Other special considerations (please specify)
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..………………………...……………..
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QUALITY ASSURANCE DOCUMENTATION

It is expected the documentation will provide detailed information on systems to be used in the
survey and calibration (manufacturer and prior to survey), operational information to be
captured during the survey (e.g. mission date, time, flight altitude, forward and side overlap),
maps of survey coverage and boundary overlaps, flight plans and any other pertinent survey
information. It should also include the methodology for determining accuracy.
While the contractor is expected to fully document pre-survey quality assurance and postsurvey quality assurance, it is considered good practice to undertake an independent
assessment of contract deliverables as part of the acceptance testing.
QA deliverables

Description

Quality assurance
plan

The contractor shall prepare and submit to the purchaser a quality assurance
plan that conforms to an identified management system and generally complies
with ISO 9001.
The plan must address the organisation and management of the project, work
procedures, environmental considerations, safety and risk control and test
procedures. The quality assurance plan must detail the procedures to be used in
verifying that the deliverables meet the required specification.
Approval by the purchaser to commence the aerial survey is contingent on
acceptance in writing by the purchaser or a quality assurance plan.
Typically, site specific activities should be accompanied by an appropriate safe
work method statement (SWMS) and job safety assessment (JSA).

Pre-survey quality
assurance
deliverables

Proposed aerial photography flight plan.

Post-survey
quality assurance
deliverables

Final aerial photography flight plan.

Diagram showing the proposed location and spread of ground control points.

Diagram showing the proposed location and spread of ground control points.
Aero-triangulation adjustment results.
Contractors report comprising a technical discussion addressing how each of the
contract specifications has been met, a statement of consistency with any
identified standards, results of accuracy tests, metadata statements and extraordinary issues that may have affected the nature or delivery of the project.

Contractor liability
and certification

Statement by the contractor that they are suitably qualified and certified by Civil
Aviation Safety Authority (CASA) as appropriate to undertake aerial surveys
using UAVs (if these are to be required to capture data).
Statement by the contractor that they carry adequate public liability insurance.
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ELEVATION AND AERIAL IMAGERY DATA DELIVERABLES

Elevation &
aerial data
deliverables
Primary data

Description
The primary data sets from photogrammetry may take the form of Point Clouds,
DSM, DTM, DEM or ortho-rectified imagery. These should be delivered as per
following:
Point cloud
Format
LAS …………………..………………………………………………………………………………………………………..…………………………..... 
ASCII …………………..…………………………………………………………………………………...………………………….……………….….. 
Other (please specify) …………………………………………………………………………………………………………..………………
DEM / DSM
Resolution
Sub 1 m (please specify) …………..…………………………………………….………………………….……………….………….….
1 m …………………………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………………………….…….…..
2 m ……………………………………………………………………………………………………..………………………….……………..……….…..
5 m …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….………………..…..………...
Other (please specify) ………………………………………………….……………….………………………….……………..…….…..
Format
ESRI grid (floating point) ….…………………………….……………..……………………………………..………………..…….……
Vertical mapper (MapInfo) ………………………………………...………………………………………….……………..…….…...
GeoTIFF (32 bit floating point) ………………………………………………….………………………….………………..….……
ASCII grid …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….…….………..…..….…..
Other (please specify) …………………………………………………………………………….…………………………………...……….
DTM
Nominal point spacing
Sub 1m (please specify) ………………………………………………………………………...………………..…………………….…..
1 m ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..…………………………….…………
2 m ………………………………………………………………………………………………….…………………….………………………….…..……
5 m …………………………………………………………………………………….……………………………………….…………………….………..
Other (please specify) ……………………………………….…….………………………………………….………………….….………
Format
ESRI 3D shape



DXF



Other (please specify) ……………………………………………………….………………………………..………………………………..
Ortho-rectified imagery
Are mosaics required? ……………………………..………………………………………………………….………….…. Yes / No
Format
Compressed ECW



GeoTIFF



JPEG



Other (please specify)
……..…………………………………………………………………………..………………………………...……..
Derivative data
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Are contours required? ……………………………………………………………………………….…….………………. Yes / No
Contour interval
0.5 m …………………..………………………………………………………….……………………………………….……………..…………...…….
1 m .…………………………………………………………………………………………………….………………………….……………………..…….
2 m ……………………………………………………………………………………………….…………………………….………………….……….….
Other (please specify) …………………………………………………………………..…………………….………………………….….
Format for contour data
ESRI 3D shape (with elevation as a Z value) …………………………….……………………………….……………….
ESRI shape (with elevation attribute) ……….….………………………………………………………….…………….…….
MapInfo (with elevation attribute) …………….….…………………….…………………………………..……………….……
Other (please specify) …………………………………………………………………………………………………..…..……………...….
Are DEM derivatives required? ……………..……………………….…………………………………………….…. Yes / No
Hill-shading ...................................................…………………………………………………………...………….……………….…….….
Slope ……………………………………………………………………………………………………….……………………..………………..…..…...
Aspect ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….…..…….…..
Profiles ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….……………….….…….….
Other (please specify) ……………………………………………………………….………………………….….…………….….………
Format
ESRI grid (floating point) ….…………………………………………………………………………………….….……………………..
Vertical mapper (MapInfo) …………………………………………………………………………………….……….….…………….
GeoTIFF (32 bit floating point) ……………………………………….……………………………………..…………….………..…
ASCII grid ………………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………….………………………
Other (please specify) ………………………………………………………..……………………………………….………….…………….
Are other derivatives required? ……………....……………………………………………………………………. Yes / No
Google Earth KMZ ……….…………………………………………………………………………………………….….……………………..
3D PDF ………………………....………………………………………………………………………………………………..…….…………………..
Animations (e.g. fly-throughs) .…………………………………………………………………………….…….…………………...
Format: AVI 

MP4 

MOV 

FLC 

Other derivatives (please specify) ……………………………………………………………………...….……………………….
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METADATA

For each supplied data product, a complete metadata statement is required. This should
typically be based on the current Spatial Information Council (ANZLIC) standard (ANZLIC
Metadata Profile version 1.1) and contain the following elements as appropriate for the data
product type.
Metadata element
Project abstract
Product output workflow
Acquisition start date
Acquisition end date
Imagery capture device name
Camera resolution
Camera focal length
Camera pixel size
Number of images captured
Flying altitude
Coverage area
Number of runs
Forward overlap
Side overlap
Estimation of errors
Ground control point details
Estimated model accuracy – based on description of aero-triangulation process used and residuals
Description of rectification process used
Ground resolution (m /pixel)
Spatial Accuracy – horizontal
Spatial Accuracy – vertical
Average point spacing
Horizontal datum
Vertical datum
Map projection
Data limitations
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